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0. INTRODUCTION
Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Let K be a commutative
k-algebra. Let R be a complete commutati¨ e Hopf algebra defined over K.
Explicitly, if R denotes the augmentation ideal of R, then R s K [ R and
nR s lim RrR . Moreover R is equipped with a coassociative coproduct
Ã Ãg : R ª R m R, where m denotes the completed tensor product over K.
Notice that R is nothing but a cogroup in the category of commutative
complete algebras.
When R is the completion of the symmetric algebra generated by a
finitely generated projective K-module V, then R is called a finite
.dimensional formal group. If V is freely generated by the variables
x , . . . , x , then the coproduct g is equivalent to a formal group law. That1 n
 .is, g is equivalent to an n-tuple of power series G x, y in 2n-variables
 .  .x, y s x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y , which verify the identities1 n 1 n
 .  .  .i G x, 0 s G 0, x s x ,i i i
 .   ..   . .ii G x, G y, z s G G x, y , z .
The tangent space of a formal group is equipped with a canonical Lie
algebra structure. Usually, a formal group, defined by the complete Hopf
algebra R, is denoted by the letter G. We denote by Lie G its associated
Lie algebra. Notice that Lie G is dual to V. In the case of a formal group
 .law, Lie G is equipped with a canonical basis the dual basis of x , . . . , x .1 n
The structure constants of the Lie bracket are given by the quadratic part
 .of the formal group law G x, y .
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The main theorem of Lie theory asserts that the Lie algebra functor
G ¬ Lie G is an equi¨ alence from the category of formal groups to the
category of Lie algebras.
The notion of a complete algebra, of a cogroup, and hence of a formal
group makes sense for any usual kind of algebras, such as associative
algebras, Lie algebras, etc. More generally, we can consider formal groups
for any kind of algebras defined over an operad. An operad is an algebraic
device which encodes a category of algebras such as the ones given
.above . The notion of an operad was introduced by P. May for the needs of
 w x.the iterated loop space machinery cf. M . It turns out that operads are
also particularly useful for organizing the many algebraic structures arising
in mathematical physics.
 .Let P be an operad. The associated algebras resp. formal groups are
 .called P-algebras resp. P-formal groups . The aim of this paper is to
generalize the main theorem of Lie theory to the case of P-formal groups cf.
.theorem 4.3.1 .
From a certain point of view, an operad is very similar to a ring.
Pursuing the analogy further, we can define the notion of a right P-
module, and of a P-linear Lie algebra. We will show the following. We
construct a Lie algebra functor, which induces an equi¨ alence between the
P-formal groups and the P-linear Lie algebras, whose underlying right P-
module is in some sense finite dimensional.
Consider the left K-module freely generated by x , . . . , x . As in the1 n
classical case, the free P-algebra generated by this module is a kind of
power series algebra. Its elements are known as P-power series. In the case
P s Com, the operad of commutative algebras, we recover the classical
power series. In the case P s As, the operad of associative algebras, we
obtain the power series in n non-commutative variables. Finally, we can
also define a P-formal group law as a particular instance of a P-formal
 .group. A P-formal group law G x, y is an n-tuple of P-power series
 .  .satisfying relations i and ii .
In fact, M. Lazard has already extended some parts of Lie theory to the
 w x.context of analyzers cf. L1, L2 . An analyzer is an axiomatization of the
traditional notion of power series algebra. For instance, the sequence of
P-power series algebras forms an analyzer. Lazard proved in particular
that a formal group law defined in an analyzer is determined, up to an
isomorphism, by its quadratic part. In our language, the isomorphism class
of a P-formal group law is determined by its Lie algebra. Lazard used
essentially direct calculations of power series.
We follow another approach, more conceptual, and close to the usual
 w x.proof of the main theorem of Lie theory in the classical case cf. C, Se .
Let us recall the idea of this proof. By the process of Cartier duality, the
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 .complete Hopf algebra of a formal group G is dual to U Lie G , the
enveloping algebra of its Lie algebra. Therefore, the main theorem of Lie
theory can be deduced from the Milnor]Moore theorem. In this paper, we
provide a Milnor]Moore type theory for P-linear Hopf algebras see
. Section 4 , and, as a main tool, we state a Cartier duality type theorem see
.Theorem 4.3.3 .
We now give a detailed summary of the paper.
In the first section, we recall the prerequisites on operad theory. Let A
be a P-algebra. In this section, in particular, we construct an operad
 .U A , whose algebras are equivalent to P-algebra morphisms X ª A.P
This operad is known as the en¨eloping operad of A. In this section, we also
define the notion of a complete algebra over an operad.
In the second section, we define precisely the notion of a formal group
over an operad. We give also some examples of P-formal group laws.
Mainly, we provide some explicit expansions of Lie power series, which are
L ie-formal group laws, such as the Hausdorff]Campbell formula.
As pointed out earlier, an operad P is similar to a ring. In Section 3, in
some sense, we are doing P-linear algebra. We define the notion of a
right P-module. We show that the category of right P-modules is monoidal
symmetric, i.e., this category is equipped with a tensor product m similar to
the tensor product of k-vector spaces. We show also that this category has
an internal hom functor. In the second part of this section, we study the
cocommutative coalgebras in the category of right P-modules known as
.P-linear coalgebras . Again, the definition of a P-linear coalgebra is the
same as the definition of a classical coalgebra, the right P-module tensor
product replacing the classical tensor product. This notion is important for
our purpose because we have a kind of duality between P-linear coalge-
bras and P-algebras. Let C be a P-linear coalgebra. Let A be a complete
P-algebra. A coalgebra-algebra pairing between C and A is a map
 :y , y : C = A ª P ,
which is P-linear in C and k-linear in A. Moreover, we assume that this
map makes the coproduct of C adjoint to the product of A. We have also
a notion of perfect coalgebra-algebra pairing similar to the classical
.notion of perfect pairing . This process plays the role of Cartier duality in
our setting.
Section 4 is devoted to Lie theory. In the first subsection, we study the
Lie algebras in the category of right P-modules known as P-linear Lie
.algebras . Using the analogy between right P-modules and k-vector spaces,
we define the enveloping algebra of a P-linear Lie algebra. It is not
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difficult to extend the classical Milnor]Moore theory to the P-linear
framework. In particular, the enveloping algebra of a P-linear Lie alge-
.bra is a cocommutative Hopf algebra in the category of right P-modules.
 .Consider a P-formal group G. Let R G be its underlying P-algebra. One
 .can define QR G as the module of the indecomposable elements of this
P-algebra. In the second subsection, we show that the P-linear dual of
 .QR G is a P-linear Lie algebra, called the Lie algebra of the formal group
G, and denoted by Lie G. There exists a natural perfect coalgebra-algebra
 .pairing between U Lie G , the enveloping algebra of the P-linear Lie
 .  :algebra Lie G, and R G . This pairing is denoted by y , y . Moreover,G
 .in some sense, this pairing makes the coproduct of R G , adjoint to the
 .  .product of U Lie G cf. Theorem 4.3.3 . In the third subsection, assuming
 :the existence of y , y we prove the main theorem of Lie theory.G
 :The construction of y , y is the purpose of the fifth and lastG
section. The main ingredient in this construction is a kind of differential
calculus. More precisely, we need the notion of an operad derivation. We
  ..relate the Lie algebra of G to the operad derivations of U R G , theP
 .enveloping operad of R G , defined in the first section.
0.1. Notation and Con¨entions
Throughout this paper we work over a fixed field k of characteristic 0.
We denote by Mod the category of k-modules. Most algebras are definedk
 .over a ground operad P cf. Subsection 1.1.8 . Except in the first part of
 .the first section, we assume P 0 s 0. We denote by K the associative
 .  .algebra P 1 cf. Subsection 1.1.8 .
A finite dimensional P-formal group is usually denoted by G. This
 .P-formal group G is specified by a complete P-algebra, denoted by R G ,
 .  .  .  .and a coproduct g : R G ª R G k R G cf. Definition 2.1.2 . We de-
 .  . note by U G the completed enveloping operad of R G cf. Subsec-P
.tion 1.2.2 .
We denote the symmetric group by S . In the sequel, many k-modulesn
are endowed with a natural S -action. We denote this action by s ? ¨ ,n
where s belongs to S and ¨ belongs to an S -module V. Here is the mainn n
example where this convention is applied. Let V be an S -module and Wi
be an S -module. Consider the induced module IndSn V m W, wherej S =Si j
i q j s n. Let ¨ g V, w g W. By abuse of notation, we denote by ¨ m w
w x Snthe element 1 m ¨ m w g k S m V m W s Ind V m W. Thus, ifn kwS =S x S =Si j i j
s g S , then s ? ¨ m w denotes the action of s on ¨ m w in IndSn V m W,n S =Si j
hence, the tensor s m ¨ m w g IndSn V m W. Some modules areS =Si j
equipped with extra S -actions, which should not be confused with theirr
 .natural S -module structure see, e.g., Subsection 1.1.5 .n
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1. COMPLETE ALGEBRAS OVER AN OPERAD
1.1. Operads
The notion of a topological operad was introduced by P. May for the
 w x.needs of homotopy theory cf. M . In this subsection, we give a short
overview of the operad theory. For a more detailed account, we refer to
w xGe-J, G-K, J, Lo1, M .
1.1.1. Monoidal Categories. Recall that a monoidal category is a cate-
gory C together with an ``associative'' bifunctor m: C = C ª C , and an
 w x.object I g C , which is a two sided ``unit'' for m cf. ML . An associati¨ e
 .algebra in C , m , I consists of an object A g C , together with an associa-
tive product m: A m A ª A, and a unit e: I ª A. More precisely, m and
e verify the equations
m ? m m A s m ? A m m ,
m ? e m A s m ? A m e s A.
Let F denote the category of the k-module endofunctors together with
natural transformations. The functor composition (: F = F ª F makes F
 .into a monoidal category. An associative algebra in F, ( is known as a
 w x.monad cf. ML, B-W .
Let S, T g F. We define the tensor product of S, T by setting
S m T V [ S V m T V . .  .  .  .
Clearly, this provides F with another monoidal structure. Notice that the
functor tensor product is symmetric.
 .1.1.2. S-Modules. An S-module V is a sequence of S -modules V n ,n
n g N. We denote by S-Mod the category of S-modules. As in the case of
 .graded modules, the notation ¨ g V i may be abbreviated to ¨ g V. The
< <integer i is called the degree of ¨ and we denote ¨ s i.
 .An S-module gives rise to a functor T V , y g F, which is defined by
`
mnT V , E [ V n m E . .  .[ Sn
ns0
Furthermore, this construction provides a fully faithful functor T : S-Mod
ª F.
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1.1.3. S-Module Tensor Product. Let V , W be S-modules. The tensor
product of V and W is defined by the formula
V m W N [ IndSN V i m W j . .  .  .  .[ S =Si j
iqjsN
This bifunctor is associative. In fact, we have
V m V N s IndSN V i m ??? m V i . .  .  .  .[1 n S = ? ? ? =S 1 1 n ni i1 ni q ??? qi sN1 n
The S-module 1, defined by
k if n s 0,1 n s .  0 otherwise,
is a two sided unit for m.
Let us construct a symmetry isomorphism c : V m W ª W m V . LetV , W
 .  .t denote the transposition 1 2 g S . We denote by t i, j the block2
transposition, defined by
t i , j k s i q k , k s 1, . . . , j, .  .
t i , j j q k s k , k s 1, . . . , i . .  .
 . .As explained in Convention 0.1, an element of V m W N is denoted by
 .  .s ? ¨ m w with ¨ g V i , w g W j , s g S , and i q j s N. We setN
c s ? ¨ m w s st i , j ? w m ¨ . .  .V , W
As a conclusion, the S-module tensor product makes the category
S-Mod into a symmetric monoidal category.
1.1.4. LEMMA. The functor T : S-Mod ª F commutes with the tensor
product. More precisely, we ha¨e a natural isomorphism
T V m W , E ( T V , E m T W , E . .  .  .
 .This functor isomorphism, carries the symmetry operator T c , E to theV , W
switching map
T V , E m T W , E ( T W , E m T V , E . .  .  .  .
1.1.5. The Tensor Power of an S-Module. Let V be an S-module. Since
the S-module tensor product is symmetric, the symmetric group S acts onn
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the n-fold tensor power V mn by place permutation. In other words, V mn
 .is an S - S-module . One should not confuse the S -action with then n
S-module structure.
For s g S , we denote the associated S-module morphism by s#: V mnn
mn  y1 .  .ª V , or by s*, with s# s s *. Let us denote by s i , . . . , i the1 n
block permutation defined by
s i , . . . , i i q ??? qi q r [ i q ??? qi q r , .  .1 n s1. sky1. 1 sk .y1
r s 1, . . . , i , k s 1, . . . , n.sk .
Let s ? ¨ m ??? m ¨ g V mn. We have clearly1 n
< < < <s* s ? ¨ m ??? m ¨ s s ? s ¨ , . . . , ¨ ? ¨ m ??? m ¨ . .  .1 n 1 n s1. sn.
1.1.6. S-Module Composition. Let V , W be S-modules. The composi-
tion of V and W is the S-module V (W defined by the formula
`
mnV (W [ V n m W . . .[ Sn
ns0
One may check that this bifunctor is associative.
 .  .Consider the S-module defined by I n s k if n s 1 and I n s 0
otherwise. This S-module is obviously a two sided unit for the composition
product.
1.1.7. LEMMA. The functor T : S-Mod ª F commutes with the composi-
tion product. More precisely, we ha¨e a natural isomorphism
T V (W , E ( T V , T W , E . .  . .
1.1.8. Operads. An operad P is an associative algebra in the category
of S-modules equipped with the composition product. Hence, an operad
structure consists of an associative product m: P( P ª P and a unit
h: I ª P.
Because of the form of the composition product, the operad structure is
 .equivalent to a unit 1 g P 1 and a collection of equivariant morphisms
P n m P i m ??? m P i ª P i q ??? qi , .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
 w x.which satisfy the May axioms cf. M . The image of m m n m ??? m n1 n
 .under the product is denoted by m n , . . . , n . The product1 n
 .m 1, . . . , 1, n , 1, . . . , 1 , with n at the ith place, is also denoted by m( n .i
As I is a unit for (, it is equipped with a canonical operad structure.
Furthermore, I is an initial object in the category of operads.
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Among the products above, we have
P 1 m P 1 ª P 1 . .  .  .
 .This product makes P 1 into an associative algebra. Throughout this
paper, we denote this algebra by K.
1.1.9. Algebras. Because of Lemma 1.1.7, an operad P is equivalent to
 .a monad whose underlying functor is of the form T P, y . An algebra
over this monad is known as a P-algebra.
 .Because of the form of the functor T P, y , a P-algebra product
 .T P, A ª A is equivalent to a sequence of S -equivariant mapsn
P n m Amn ª A , .
which are associative with respect to the operad product, and which make
 .the operad unit act as the identity. Let m g P n , a , . . . , a g A. The1 n
image of m m a ??? a under the P-algebra product is denoted by1 n
 .m a , . . . , a .1 n
 .As for any monad, if V is a k-module, then T P, V is the free
P-algebra generated by V.
1.1.10. EXAMPLES. Many classical algebras are in fact algebras over an
operad. For example, there are operads As, Com, L ie, whose algebras are
 .respectively the associative algebras without unit , the associative and
 .commutative algebras without unit , and the Lie algebras. Let us recall
 .  .the expansion of the corresponding functors T As, y , T Com, y , and
 .T L ie, y . The free associative algebra is the tensor algebra
`
mnT As, V s T V s V . .  . [
ns1
The free commutative algebra is the symmetric algebra
`
mnT Com, V s S V s V . .  .  . S[ n
ns1
In characteristic zero, the free Lie algebra is the primitive part of the
tensor algebra equipped with the ``shuffle'' coproduct
T L ie, V s Prim T V . .  .
It can also be described as
`
w1x mnT L ie, V s e V , . [ n
ns1
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w1x w xwhere e is an idempotent of k S known as the first Eulerian idempotentn n
 w x.cf. R1, R2, Lo2 .
 w x.1.1.11. Operads Defined by Generators and Relations cf. G-K, 2.1 .
The forgetful functor from the category of operads to the category of
S-modules possesses a left adjoint known as the free operad. Let V be an
 .S-module. The free operad generated by V is denoted by T V . This
 .operad is endowed with an S-module morphism h: V ª T V and is
characterized by the following universal property. Let P be an operad. If
h9: V ª P is an S-module morphism, then there exists a unique operad
 .morphism f : T V ª P, such that h9 s fh.
It is also possible to define the notion of an operad ideal. In fact, a
sub-S-module I ; P is an operad ideal if and only if the operad product
induces an operad product on the quotient S-module PrI. An operad
morphism PrI ª Q is equivalent to an operad morphism P ª Q which
vanishes on the ideal I. Given a sub-S-module S ; P, the ideal generated
 .by S is the smallest ideal containing S . We denote this ideal by S . An
 .operad morphism Pr S ª Q is equivalent to an operad morphism
P ª Q which vanishes over S .
These definitions enable us to specify operads by generators and rela-
tions. The generators are specified by an S-module V , and the relations
 .by a sub-S-module R ; T V . Suppose that the generators are concen-
 .trated in degree 2, and the relations in degree 3. Explicitly, V n s 0
 .unless n s 2, and R n s 0 unless n s 3. In this case, the operad
 .  .P s T V r R is known to be quadratic. Notice that we can recover V
 .  .  .and R from the operad, since V 2 s P 2 and R 3 is the kernel of the
 . .  .natural operad morphism T V 3 ª P 3 .
 w x.The operads As, L ie, Com are all quadratic cf G-K .
1.1.12. Algebras o¨er a Quadratic Operad. Let V be a k-module. The
 .endomorphism operad denoted by E nd is defined by E nd n [V V
 mn .Mod V , V together with the obvious S -action and operad product.k n
Let A be a P-algebra. Recall that the P-algebra structure can be
 . mnspecified by a sequence of products P n m A ª A. Such a product is
 .  mn .equivalent to a map P n ª Mod A , A . In fact, a P-algebra productk
 .T P, A ª A is equivalent to an operad morphism P ª E nd .A
Assume that the operad P is quadratic. Let V be the S-module
 .  .concentrated in degree 2 with V 2 s P 2 . Let R be the S-module
 .   . .  ..concentrated in degree 3 with R 3 s ker T V 3 ª P 3 . Since P s
 .  .T V r R , an operad morphism P ª E nd is equivalent to an S-mod-A
 .ule morphism V ª E nd such that the induced operad morphism T VA
ª E nd vanishes over R.A
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1.1.13. EXAMPLE. Let us show how this works for the operad P s L ie.
 .The operad L ie is quadratic. Let V 2 be the signature representation of
 . S . Hence, V 2 is the k-module generated by a single operation g , with 12
.  .  .2 g s yg . Let c denote the cycle 1 2 3 g S . We define R 3 to be the3
 . .sub-S -module of T V 3 generated by the element3
1 q c q c2 g ( g g T V 3 . .  .  .2
 .  .We have L ie s T V r R .
Let L be a k-module. An S-module morphism r : V ª E nd is equiva-L
lent to the specification of an antisymmetric bracket
w xy, y : L m L ª L,
 .which represents the image of g . The induced operad morphism r : T V
ª E nd maps g ( g to the corresponding product in E nd , i.e.,L 2 L
 .  .r g ( r g , and hence, to the map2
w xX m Y m Z ¬ X , Y , Z .
 2 .Thus, 1 q c q c g ( g is mapped to2
w x w x w xX m Y m Z ¬ X , Y , Z q Y , Z, X q Z, X , Y .
2 .Finally, r cancels 1 q c q c g ( g if and only if2
w x w x w xX , Y , Z q Y , Z, X q Z, X , Y s 0, ;X , Y , Z g L.
As a conclusion, an operad morphism L ie ª E nd is equivalent to theL
w xspecification of an antisymmetric bracket y, y : L m L ª L which veri-
fies the Jacobi identity.
1.2. Algebra Morphisms as Algebras o¨er an Operad
In this subsection, we define operads whose algebras are the objects of
some comma categories.
1.2.1. Algebras under a P-Algebra. Let A be a P-algebra. A P-algebra
 .under A aka an A-algebra is a P-algebra X together with a P-algebra
morphism h : A ª X. We denote by ArP-Alg the category of A-X
algebras.
 .For example, if A s P 0 , then the operad product provides A with a
 .P-algebra structure. In fact, P 0 is the free P-algebra generated by 0.
 .Moreover, a P 0 -algebra is nothing but a P-algebra. As a consequence,
 .P 0 is an initial object in the category of P-algebras. Conversely, the
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 . enveloping operad construction below supplies an operad U A calledP
.the en¨eloping operad of A , whose algebras are the A-algebras. More-
 .over, U 0 s A.P
The idea of representing the category of A-algebras by an operad goes
w xback to Ge-J . Independently, the enveloping operad is necessary for the
 .construction of a useful differential calculus cf. Section 5 .
1.2.2. Construction of the En¨eloping Operad. The canonical embedding
 4  4u: 1, . . . , r ¨ 1, . . . , r q n gives rise to a group embedding S ¨ S .r rqn
 4 Indeed, any permutation of 1, . . . , r extends to a permutation of 1, . . . ,
4r q n , which fixes the elements outside the image of u. Consider the
S-module
`
mrw xP A n [ P r q n m A . .  .[ Sr
rs0
w  .xThe P-algebra product induces an S-module morphism d : P T P, A0
w xª P A . The operad product P( P ª P induces another S-module
w  .x w xmorphism d : P T P, A ª P A . The operad unit induces an S-1
w x w  .xmodule morphism s : P A ª P T P, A . We have d s s d s s0 0 0 1 0
w x  .P A . The operad U A is defined as the linear coequalizerP
 .T d0 6 w xT P T P , A T P A ª U A . .  . . . P .T d1
  .  ..The pair T d , T d is known to be reflexi¨ e, i.e., we have0 1
w xT d T s s T d T s s T P A . .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 0
 .  .This property forces the image of T d y T d to be an operad ideal.0 1
 w x.Hence, the operad product of T P A induces an operad product on the
 .quotient U A .P
 .As mentioned earlier, this operad U A is called the enveloping operadP
of the P-algebra A.
1.2.3. Generators of the En¨eloping Operad. Let us write a concrete
 .definition of U A by generators and relations. We denote an element ofP
 . mr  .  .P r q n m A by m a , . . . , a , h , . . . , h , where m g P r q n ,S 1 r 1 nr
 .a , . . . , a g A, and h , . . . , h denote extra-variables. Let m g P r q n , n1 r 1 n 1
 .  .g P i , . . . , n g P i , a , . . . , a g A, N s i q ??? qi . The map d is1 r r 1 N 1 r 0
given by
m n a , . . . , a , . . . , n a , . . . , a , h , . . . , h .  . .1 1 i r i q ? ? ? qi q1 i q ? ? ? qi qi 1 n1 1 ry1 1 ry1 r
¬ m aX , . . . , aX , h , . . . , h , .1 r 1 n
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with
aX s n a , . . . , a , .1 1 1 i1
...
aX s n a , . . . , a . .r r i q ? ? ? qi q1 i q ? ? ? qi qi1 ry1 1 ry1 r
The map d is given by1
m n a , . . . , a , . . . , n a , . . . , a , h , . . . , h .  . .1 1 i r i q ? ? ? qi q1 i q ? ? ? qi qi 1 n1 1 ry1 1 ry1 r
¬ m9 a , . . . , a , h , . . . , h , .1 N 1 n
 .  .with m9 s m n , . . . , n , 1, . . . , 1 . In other words, the operad U A is1 r P
w xgenerated by P A with relations given by
m n , . . . , n , 1, . . . , 1 a , . . . , a , h , . . . , h s m aX , . . . , aX , h , . . . , h . .  .  .1 r 1 N 1 n 1 r 1 n
 .In a generator m a , . . . , a , h , . . . , h , we assume the elements of the1 r 1 n
algebra and the extra-variables to be in a strict order. But, we may drop
this assumption. The symmetric group S may permute the factors of therqn
tensor
a m ??? m a m h m ??? m h .1 r 1 n
Nevertheless, any tensor has a well ordered tensor in its S -orbit. Hence,rqn
any generator with the a and the h disordered is equivalent to ai i
well-ordered generator under the S -action. Finally, the two construc-rqn
tions give the same set of generators.
Notice also that the enveloping operad is generated by the S-module
 .  .A [ P, which is A [ P 0 in degree 0 and P n in degree n ) 0.
 .1.2.4. LEMMA. The operad U A is an augmented P-operad, i.e., weP
ha¨e a natural pair of operad morphisms
e
P ~ U A , .P
h
such that eh s P.
 . w x .Proof. As P n is a summand of P A n , we obtain a canonical
S-module morphism
w x w xP ª P A ª T P A ª U A . . . P
We check easily that the composite is an operad morphism. This gives h.
w x .  .  w x.The projection P A n ª P n induces an operad morphism T P A
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ª P. It is not hard to check that this morphism induces an operad
 .morphism e : U A ª P. The identity eh s P is clear.P
 .In the case A s P 0 , h and e are indeed inverse isomorphisms.
  ..Therefore, U P 0 s P.P
 .1.2.5. THEOREM. Let A be a P-algebra. The category of U A -algebrasP
is equi¨ alent to the category of A-algebras.
This theorem is proved by an immediate inspection. To conclude the
study of the enveloping operad, let us calculate it in some universal cases.
In the case of a free P-algebra, an easy calculation returns the following
result.
 .1.2.6. PROPOSITION. If A is a free P-algebra, say A s T P, V , then
w xU A s V [ P V . .P
In fact, in this case, the enveloping operad is universal among the
 .objects equipped with an operad morphism P ª U A and a mapP
 . .V ª U A 0 .P
Let us now consider the case of a P-algebra coproduct. Let A, B be a
pair of P-algebras, with coproduct denoted by A k B. Recall that the
 w x.category of operads is cocomplete cf. Ge-J, Theorem 1.13 . Let P ª P9,
P ª Q be operad morphisms. Form the pushout P9 k Q. We have aP
 .restriction functor from the category of P9-algebras resp. Q-algebras to
 w x.the category of P-algebras cf. Ge-J, 1.6 . This is just as in commutative
algebra. A P9 k Q-algebra consists of a k-module equipped with aP
P9-algebra and a Q-algebra structure, which restrict to the same P-
 .  .algebra structure. In particular, a U A k U B -algebra is a P-alge-P P P
 .bra X, together with a pair of P-algebra morphisms A ª X, B ª X .
 .  .Hence, a U A k U B -algebra is nothing but a A k B-algebra. As aP P P
consequence, we have proved the following proposition.
1.2.7. PROPOSITION. We ha¨e
U A k B s U A k U B . .  .  .P P P P
 .1.2.8. Remark. The presentation of U A by generators and relationsP
 . .given above shows that the algebra U A 1 is the enveloping algebraP
 w x.  . .defined by V. Ginzburg and M. Kapranov cf. G-K . A U A 1 -moduleP
is known as an A-module. One may show that an A-module is the same as
 .an abelian group in the category of P-algebras over A see below .
1.2.9. Algebras o¨er a P-Algebra. Let A be a P-algebra. A P-algebra
o¨er A is a P-algebra X together with a P-algebra morphism e : X ª A.X
We denote by P-AlgrA the category of P-algebras over A.
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A connected A-algebra is an A-algebra X together with an A-algebra
morphism e : X ª A. In other words, X is equipped with two P-algebraX
morphisms h : A ª X and e : X ª A, and e h s A. A connectedX X X X
 .P 0 -algebra X is called a connected P-algebra. By the trick of the
enveloping operad, any connected algebra is equivalent to a connected
 .algebra over an operad. As an example, the free algebra T P, V is a
connected P-algebra.
ÄLet us consider the operad P, defined by
0, if n s 0,ÄP n s .  P n , otherwise. .
ÄA P-algebra X gives rise to a connected P-algebra X . We setq
 .X s P 0 [ X and we equip X with the following product. We defineq q
 .  .P 0 ª X to be the canonical embedding. Let m g P n , a , . . . , a gq 1 n
 .  .P 0 , x , . . . , x g X. We expand m a q x , . . . , a q x . We obtain a1 n 1 1 n n
sum of terms depending at most linearly in each variable a and x . Byi i
evaluation of the operad products
mr mnyrP n m P 0 m P 1 ª P n y r .  .  .  .
we eliminate the a from this expansion. Hence, we obtain a sum of thei
kind
m a , . . . , a q m x , . . . , x , .  .1 n I i i1 r
 .Is i , . . . , i1 r
 4where I ranges over the non-void subsets of 1, . . . , n . The term
 .  .m a , . . . , a gives the component of the product on P 0 . After evalua-1 n
tion, the other terms gives the component of the product on X. Clearly,
this construction provides X with a P-algebra structure.q
1.2.10. LEMMA. The functor X ¬ X induces an isomorphism betweenq
Äthe category of P-algebras and the category of connected P-algebras.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is immediate. Just notice that the
image of a connected P-algebra X under the inverse functor is ker e .X
1.3. The Reduced Free Algebra
1.3.1. The Wreath Product. Let A be any associative ring. The wreath
mnw xproduct A X S is the k-module A S equipped with the followingn n
 .  X X . mnw xassociative product. Let l , . . . , l ; s , l , . . . , l ; s9 g A S . We set1 n 1 n n
l , . . . , l ; s ? lX , . . . , lX ; s9 [ l lX , . . . , l lX ; s9s . .  .  .1 n 1 n 1 s1. n sn.
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If V is a left A-module, then its nth tensor power is equipped with a
left A X S -module structure defined byn
l , . . . , l ; s ? ¨ , . . . , ¨ [ l ¨ , . . . , l ¨ , .  .  .1 n 1 n 1 s1. n sn.
 .  . mnfor l , . . . , l ; s g A X S and ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V .1 n n 1 n
 .Recall that we denote K s P 1 . The operad products
P 1 m P n ª P n , .  .  .
P n m P 1 m ??? m P 1 ª P n , .  .  .  .
 .make P n into a K y K X S -bimodule. The right K X S -module struc-n n
ture is given by
m ? l , . . . , l ; s s s ? m l , . . . , l , .  .1 n 1 n
 .  .for l , . . . , l ; s g K X S and m g P n .1 n n
1.3.2. The Reduced Free P-Algebra. Let A be a P-algebra. Recall that
the P-algebra product
P 1 m A ª A .
provides A with the structure of a left K-module. In other words, we have
a forgetful functor from the category of P-algebras to the category of
K-modules. This forgetful functor admits a left adjoint, known as the free
P-algebra generated by a K-module or the reduced free P-algebra, if one
.prefers .
Let V be a left K-module. The free P-algebra generated by V is
defined by
`
mnT P , V s P n m V . .  .[ K X Sn
is0
Notice that this algebra is connected.
 .In the sequel, T P, V denotes the free P-algebra or the reduced free
P-algebra, whether V denotes a k-module or a left K-module. Notice that
the free P-algebra generated by a k-module V is equal to the reduced
free P-algebra generated by K m V. For this reason, in the sequel, in
general, we consider only the case of left K-modules.
1.3.3. Coproducts. The category of P-algebras is complete and cocom-
 w x.plete see Ge-J, 1.6 . The coproduct of two P-algebras is denoted by k.
In this paper, we deal mainly with free P-algebras or reduced free
P-algebras. Let V, W be left K-modules. In this case, we have
T P , V k T P , W s T P , V [ W . .  .  .
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1.4. Complete Algebras and Power Series
In this section, we define the notion of a complete algebra over an
operad. A reasonable complete algebra should be connected. As a conse-
 .quence, from now on, we assume P 0 s 0. If not, we may replace P by
Äthe operad P. Of course, one could follow the usual convention dealing
Äwith connected P-algebras instead of P-algebras. But in our situation,
this makes the formalism heavy going.
1.4.1. Ideals. An ideal of a P-algebra A is a submodule of A, say I,
such that
m a , . . . , a , b g I , ;m g P n , ;a , . . . , a g R , ;b g I. .  .1 ny1 1 ny1
 .Clearly, the P-algebra product T P, A ª A induces a P-algebra prod-
uct on the quotient ArI.
n  . mkLet us denote by A the image of [ P k m A under thek G n Sk
product. Of course, An is an ideal of A, called the nth power of the
augmentation ideal of A.
The quotient QA s ArA2 is a left K-module, known as the K-module
of the indecomposable elements.
1.4.2. Complete Algebras. A P-algebra is said to be nilpotent when the
 . mnproduct P n m A ª A vanishes for n sufficiently large. A complete
P-algebra is a P-algebra A together with a sequence of ideals I , n G 1,n
such that the P-algebra ArI is nilpotent and A s lim ArI .n n
Notice that the hypothesis ArI nilpotent implies that the topologyn
defined by the nth powers of the augmentation ideal An is equivalent to
the topology defined by the I . As a consequence, any P-algebra mor-n
phism is continuous.
Let A be a P-algebra together with a sequence of ideals I , n G 1, suchn
Ã Ãthat the P-algebra ArI is nilpotent. If A s lim ArI , then A is an n
complete P-algebra known as the completion of A with respect to the
topology given by the I .n
1.4.3. The Free Complete P-Algebra. Let V be a left K-module. We
Ã .denote by P V the free complete P-algebra generated by V. Explicitly,
Ã .  .P V is the completion of T P, V with respect to the powers of the
augmentation ideal. Since
n miT P , V s P i m V , .  .[ K X Si
iGn
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we have
`
miÃP V s P i m V . .  . K X Si
is1
Let A be a complete P-algebra. The restriction to V induces a one-one
Ã .correspondence between P-algebra morphisms P V ª A and K-module
morphisms V ª A.
1.4.4. Power Series. Let V be the K-module freely generated by the
Ã Ã .  .variables x , . . . , x . In this case, we write P x , . . . , x for P V . An1 n 1 n
Ã .element of P x , . . . , x is called a P-power series. Let a be a multi-1 n
 . a ma1 ma nindex a s a , . . . , a . We denote by x the tensor x m ??? m x .1 n
Ã .Any element of P x , . . . , x has a unique expansion of the form1 n
m x a . . a
a
 .Hence, the name P-power series. An n-tuple of variables x , . . . , x may1 n
be denoted by a single letter x.
For P s Com, we recover the classical power series. For P s As, we
obtain the power series in non-commuting variables.
Since V is freely generated, and because of the discussion above, a
Ã .P-algebra morphism P x , . . . , x ª A is equivalent to an n-tuple of1 n
a Ã .  .  .elements a , . . . , a g A. If f x s  m x g P x , then its image1 n a a
under the corresponding P-algebra morphism is given by
m aa g A. . a
a
 a . nThis sum is well defined since m a g R for a sufficiently large. Whena
Ã .A s P y , the elements a , . . . , a are P-power series, and this process is1 n
known as the substitution of P-power series.
1.4.5. Operads and Analyzers. The usual substitution rules of power
series hold over a general operad. The substitution of P-power series
 .makes the sequence of P x , . . . , x into an analyzer in the sense of1 n
 w x.Lazard cf. L1, Chap. I . In this way, we obtain an equivalence between
 wthe notion of an operad and the notion of a multilinear analyzer cf. L1,
x.p. 332 . But an analyzer is not multilinear in general.
Let us recall how to recover the operad P from its analyzer. We have a
Ã .  .natural morphism M: P n ª P x , . . . , x defined by1 n
M m [ m x , . . . , x . .  .1 n
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Ã .  .This morphism identifies P n with the submodule of P x , . . . , x1 n
generated by the multilinear monomials, i.e., by the monomials of degree 1
in each variable x . This morphism is S -equivariant sincei n
M sm s sm x , . . . , x s m x , . . . , x . .  .  .  .1 n s 1. s n.
Moreover, let us consider the operation which maps the P-power series
Ãf x , . . . , x g P x , . . . , x .  .1 n 1 n
Ãg x , . . . , x g P x , . . . , x .  .1 1 i 1 i1 1
...
Ãg x , . . . , x g P x , . . . , x .  .n 1 in 1 i n
to the power series obtained by the substitution
f g x , . . . , x , . . . , g x , . . . , x . .  . .1 1 i n i q ? ? ? qi q1 i q ? ? ? qi1 1 ny1 1 n
Clearly, this operation restricts to the composition law of the operad.
1.4.6. The Completed Coproduct. The category of complete P-algebras
is equipped with a coproduct. Let A s lim ArI , B s lim BrJ be com-k k
plete P-algebras. The coproduct of A and B is the P-algebra lim A k
 .Br I k B q A k J , i.e., the completion of A k B with respect to thek k
sequence of ideals I k B q A k J ; A k B. When A and B are as-k k
sumed to be complete, A k B denotes their completed coproduct. We
denote by =: A k A ª A the folding map, whose restriction to each
summand of the coproduct is the identity.
Recall that the null space is a zero object in the category of complete
P-algebras. We denote by 0 the zero arrow.
1.4.7. The En¨eloping Operad of a Complete P-Algebra. We need to
adapt the enveloping operad construction, for working with complete
P-algebras, because a complete P-algebra under A is not equivalent to a
 .U A -algebra.P
Let A s lim ArI be a complete P-algebra. By using the tensork
products
P r q n m A m ??? m I m ??? m A , .  . S kr
 . .we equip U A n with a canonical topology. We define the completedP
Ã  . .  . .enveloping operad U A n , as the completion of U A n with respectP P
Ã  . .to this topology. We equip U A n with the induced operad product.P
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In the sequel, if A is assume to be a complete P-algebra, then the
enveloping operad of A denotes the completed one. In the same way, we
omit the hat in the notation.
Ã Ã .   .. .For example, if A s P x , then an element of U P x n is a powerP
series like
m x a , h , . . . , h . . a 1 n
a
Ã  ..Furthermore, the augmentation e : U P x ª P is given by the evalua-P
tion at x s 0
<e u [ u . . xs0
2. FORMAL GROUPS
2.1. Basic Definitions
2.1.1. DEFINITION. A cogroup object in the category of complete P-
algebras is a complete P-algebra R together with a coproduct g : R ª R
k R, and an antipode i: R ª R such that the following usual identities
are satisfied
R k 0 ? g s 0 k R ? g s R , 2.1.1 .
g k R ? g s R k g ? g , 2.1.2 .
= ? R k i ? g s = ? i k R ? g s 0. 2.1.3 .
A cogroup morphism is a P-algebra morphism which commutes with the
coproduct.
In the classical case P s Com, a cogroup object is just a commutative
complete Hopf algebra.
Notice that the antipode is unique. Let us denote by g s g ? g k R s3
g ? R k g , the 3-fold coproduct. In the same way, we denote = s = ? = k3
R s = ? R k =. If i9 is another antipode, then we have
i s = ? 0 k i ? g s = ? i9 k R k i ? g s = ? i9 k 0 ? g s i9.3 3
 .2.1.2. DEFINITION Formal Group . A finite dimensional P-formal group
is a cogroup in the category of complete P-algebras, whose underlying
P-algebra is freely generated by a finitely generated projective K-module.
In the sequel, any P-formal group is tacitly assumed to be finite
dimensional.
2.1.3. PROPOSITION. A P-formal group is equi¨ alent to a free complete
Ã .P-algebra R s P V , with V a finitely generated projecti¨ e K-module, equipped
Ã .with a K-linear map g : V ª P V [ V . This map induces a coproduct, also
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denoted by g . This coproduct is assumed to ¨erify the identities
R k 0 ? g s 0 k R ? g s R , 2.1.4 .
g k R ? g s R k g ? g . 2.1.5 .
In fact, this proposition is true even if R is not assumed to be a free
w xcomplete P-algebra. We refer to F for a detailed demonstration. We just
sketch the proof in the free case here.
Proof. We have to construct an antipode i. For convenience, in a
coproduct, we label each copy of V by a variable.
The canonical projections provide a P-algebra morphism
Ã Ã ÃP V [ V ª P V [ P V . . .  .x y x y
This morphism is surjective, and has a linear splitting given by the sum of
Ã < .the canonical inclusions. The kernel of this morphism, denoted by P V Vx y
Ã Ã < .is known as the cross-effect of the functor P. An element of P V V is ax y
monomial with at least one factor belonging to the copy V , resp. V . Thus,x y
we have a canonical splitting
Ã Ã Ã Ã <P V m V s P V [ P V [ P V V . . .  .  .x y x y x y
 .Because of the unit equation 2.1.4 , the projection of the coproduct g
Ã Ã .  .onto the component P V , resp. P V , is given by the canonical mor-x y
Ã .phism V ª P V . We fit this decomposition of g into a step by step
approximation process. Running this approximation process, we get a map
Ã .i: V ª P V which is a solution to the equation
= ? R k i ? g s 0.
Ã .In the same way, we get i9: V ª P V such that = ? i9 k R ? g s 0. The
argument proving the uniqueness of the antipode shows also i s i9.
Let R be a complete P-algebra equipped with a cogroup structure.
Recall that QR s RrR2. If V s QR is a finitely generated projective
w xK-module, then, using the methods involved in F , one may show R s
Ã .P V . In other words, R is necessarily a finite dimensional P-formal
group.
Assume that V is freely generated by the variables x , . . . , x . In this1 n
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .case, P V [ V s P x, y , and a coproduct g : V ª P V [ V is equiv-x y x y
 .alent to an n-tuple of P-power series G x, y . As a consequence, a
P-formal group is equivalent to a P-formal group law:
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2.1.4. DEFINITION. An n-dimensional P-formal group law is an n-tuple
 .  .of P-power series in 2n-variables x, y s x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y , say1 n 1 n
ÃG x , y s G x , y , . . . , G x , y g P x , y , .  .  .  . .1 n
such that
G x , 0 s G 0, x s x , i s 1, . . . , n , 2.1.6 .  .  .i i i
G G x , y , z s G x , G y , z , i s 1, . . . , n. 2.1.7 .  .  . .  .i
Moreover, a cogroup morphism from an n9-dimensional P-formal group
 .  .law G9 x9, y9 to G x, y , is equivalent to an n9-tuple of P-power series
 .   .  ..   ..f x , such that G9 f x , f y s f G x, y .
 .The antipode of G x, y is provided by an n-tuple of P-power series
 .   ..   . .i x . These P-power series verify the equation G x, i x s G i x , x s
0. In this context, the step by step approximation process is an algebraic
version of the local inversion theorem.
In the case P s Com, we recover the classical definition of a formal
group law. For a comprehensive account of this theory, we refer to the
w xfollowing textbooks H, Z, Se .
2.1.5. Group Functors. Let R be a cogroup object. The coproduct of R
 .makes P-Alg R, y into a functor from nilpotent P-algebras to the
category of groups.
Ã .For example, suppose that R is a free P-algebra, say R s P x , . . . , x .1 n
Ã .  .Let G x, y g P x, y be the P-formal group law associated to the co-
 . nproduct. In this case, P y Alg R, A s A . The group structure is given
by
a , . . . , a q b , . . . , b s G a, b , . . . , G a, b . .  .  .  . .1 n G 1 n 1 n
Conversely, any reasonable group functor turns out to be given by a
 .P-formal group cf. the next theorem for a precise statement . In the
wclassical case P s Com, this process is explained with some details in Z,
xChap. II . In fact, in this reference, we may assume P to be any operad.
For this reason, we just recall the following definitions and then state the
theorem without proof.
Let G be a functor from nilpotent P-algebras to the category of groups.
This functor is known to be smooth when it preserves surjections. For
Ã  . .example, if G s P-Alg P V , y for some projective K-module V, then
 .  .G A s Mod V, A . Hence, in this case G is smooth. Let us consider KK
 .as a 2-nilpotent P-algebra. The group structure of G K turns out to be
 .abelian. In fact, G K is equipped with a right K-module structure. For
 .example, if G s P-Alg R, y for some complete P-algebra R, then
 .  .G K s Mod QR, K .K
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2.1.6. THEOREM. Let G be a functor from nilpotent P-algebras to the
category of groups. Assume that G preser¨ es the fibered products. Assume that
 .G preser¨ es the direct sums. If G is smooth and G K is a finitely generated
projecti¨ e K-module, then G is pro¨ided by a P-formal group.
2.1.7. Notation. Following Convention 0.1, we specify a P-formal group
by the single letter G. The underlying complete P-algebra is denoted by
 .R G . This P-algebra is known as the algebra of regular functions of the
P-formal group G.
2.2. Examples
In this section, we give examples of L ie-formal group laws.
2.2.1. The Campbell]Hausdorff Formula. The Campbell]Hausdorff for-
 .mula provides an example of a L ie-formal group law. Let F x, y be the
power series in two non-commuting variables which verifies the equation
exp x exp y s exp F x , y . .
$
 .This power series is clearly an As-formal group law. Recall that L ie x, y$
 .  .is a subspace of As x, y cf. Examples 1.1.10 . It is not hard to show that$
 .  .  wF x, y is primitive, and hence belongs to L ie x, y cf. H, Theorem
x.14.4.14 . In some sense, this formal group law has a L ie-structure. As a
 .conclusion, the power series F x, y defines L ie-formal group law.
In characteristic zero, this is certainly the main example of a formal
wgroup law. It follows from the results of Lazard L1, Theorem 6.1 and
xProposition 7.2 , that any P-formal group law is isomorphic to a P-formal
group law built from the Campbell]Hausdorff formula cf. also Subsec-
. w xtions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 . We refer to Se for an account of this result in the
classical case of a Com-formal group law. In the next paragraph, following
M. Kontsevich, we give an account of a variant of this construction.
 w x.  .2.2.2. Construction cf. K, p. 186 . For simplicity, we assume P 1 s
 .K s k. Suppose that P is a quadratic operad cf. Subsection 1.1.11 , such
w xas P s As, L ie, Com. In G-K , by analogy with the theory of quadratic
 w x.algebras cf. P , V. Ginzburg and M. Kapranov define a duality between
quadratic operads, known as the quadratic duality. The quadratic dual
operad of P is denoted by P!. For example, we have As!s As, Com!s L ie,
L ie!s Com.
Let L be a finite dimensional P! algebra. Let A be a P-algebra. The
algebra L m A is endowed with a L ie-algebra structure, which is defined
! .  .as follows. Recall that P 2 is the K-linear dual of P 2 equipped with
 .the contragredient representation. Let m denote a basis of P 2 and leti
mU denote the dual basis. The Lie bracket on L m A is given by thei
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formula
w x UX m a, Y m b [ m X , Y m m a, b , X , Y g L, a, b g R . .  . i i
i
Moreover, if A is a nilpotent P-algebra then L m A is a nilpotent
L ie-algebra. Thus, the Campbell]Hausdorff formula endows L m A with
 .the structure of a group. Clearly, this construction with L fixed provides
a functor from the category of nilpotent P-algebras to the category of
 .groups, which is denoted by exp L. We have L m R ( Mod L*, R ( P-k
Ã  . .Alg P L* , R . Therefore exp L is a P-formal group.
2.2.3. Explicit Calculations. Let us give a power series expansion of the
associated formal group law in the case P s L ie, P!s Com. The process
 w x.is well known cf. R1, Lo2 .
Let x , . . . , x denote a basis of L. Consider a sequence of indices1 n
 .  .I s i , . . . , i . We denote the integer r by l I . Consider an n-tuple of1 r
variables X , . . . , X . We denote by X the monomial X ??? X .1 n I i i1 r
2.2.4. PROPOSITION. The L ie-formal group law of exp L has the
expansion
1
w1xF X , Y s x x m e X Y . .  I J l I .q l J . I Jl I !l J ! .  .I , J
Ã  .We identify an element of L m P X, Y with an n-tuple of P-power series by
.using the basis x , . . . , x .1 n
 .Proof. Let V resp. V denote the vector space generated by thex y
Ã .  .variables X , . . . , X resp. Y , . . . , Y . Let T V denote the completed1 n 1 n
tensor algebra
`
mnÃT V s V . . 
ns0
Consider the associative algebra
Ã ÃT s T V [ V m T V [ V . .  .x y x y
The first factor is equipped with the shuffle product, and the second with
the concatenation product. Consider the element
S [ w m w g T ,
where w ranges over the set of monomials in X, Y.
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 w x.By a theorem of Ree cf. Re , we have
log S s u m P , u
for some Lie polynomials P . The variable u ranges over the set ofu
.non-constant monomials in X, Y. In fact, the map u ¬ P is the projec-u
 . tion onto L ie V [ V , provided by the first Eulerian idempotent cf.x y
.  .mn w1xExamples 1.1.10 . More precisely, if u g V [ V , then P s e u.x y u n
Ã .Consider the map f: T V [ V ª L which maps the monomials X Yx y I I
 .  .to 1rn I !n J !? x x , and which cancels the other monomials. Clearly, fI J
Ã  .is an algebra morphism T V [ V being equipped with the shufflex y
.product . Therefore
f m 1 ? log S s log f m 1 ? S . .
The right side of this equation is equal to
log exp x m X q ??? qx m X exp x m X q ??? qx m X . .  . .1 1 n n 1 1 n n
The left side of this equation is the sum
1
x x m P . I J un I !n J ! .  .usX YI J
Hence, we are done.
3. LINEAR ALGEBRA OVER AN OPERAD
Recall that an operad is an associative algebra for the composition
product. Therefore, we have an analogy between rings and operads.
Following this analogy, we can do linear algebra over an operad. This is
the aim of this section. In the first subsection, we define and study the
notion of a right module over an operad P. Mainly, we show that the
category of right P-modules is symmetric monoidal, and possesses an
internal hom functor. In the second subsection, we make the free complete
P-algebras dual to the cofree cocommutative coalgebras in the symmetric
monoidal category of right P-modules. This duality plays the role of
Cartier duality in our setting.
3.1. Right Modules o¨er an Operad
3.1.1. DEFINITION. Fix an operad P, with product denoted by
m: P( P ª P and unit denoted by h: I ª P.
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A right P-module V is an S-module together with an S-module
morphism
r : V ( P ª V
such that
r ? r ( P s r ? V (m ,
r ? V (h s V .
As for an operad, this means that we have linear maps
r : V n m P i m ??? m P i ª V i q ??? qi .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
which satisfy the May axioms, except that we put V in the first position
instead of P.
A morphism of right P-modules f : V ª W is a morphism of S-modules
which commutes with the P-action, i.e., such that
f ¨ m , . . . , m s f ¨ m , . . . , m , ;¨ g V n , ;m , . . . , m g P. .  .  .  . .1 n 1 n 1 n
A right P-module morphism is also known as a P-linear map. We denote
by Mod the category of right P-modules.P
3.1.2. EXAMPLE. Let E be a right K-module. The free right P-module
generated by E, denoted by E , is given by the S-moduleP
E n [ E m P n , .  .P K
equipped with the obvious right P-action. Recall that the operad product
 .  .  .  . .P 1 m P n ª P n makes P n into a left K-module. Let V be a right
 .P-module. Any right K-module morphism E ª V 1 gives rise to a
unique right P-module morphism E ª V .P
 .Let V be a left K-module. Let Mod V, P be the sequenceK
 . .   ..  .Mod V, P n s Mod V, P n . We equip Mod V, P with the obvi-K K K
ous right P-module structure, defined by
f m , . . . , m ¨ [ f ¨ m , . . . , m , .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
 . .  .for f g Mod V, P n , m , . . . , m g P, ¨ g V. The module Mod V, PK 1 n k
is a kind of `` P-linear dual'' of V.
Suppose V to be a finitely generated projective K-module. In this case,
we have a canonical isomorphism
(
Mod V , K m P n ª Mod V , P n , .  .  . .K K K
 .and hence, Mod V, P is a free right P-module.K
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3.1.3. PROPOSITION. Let V , W be two right P-modules. There exists a
unique right P-module structure on V m W such that
¨ m w m , . . . , m [ ¨ m , . . . , m m w m , . . . , m , .  .  .  .1 iqj 1 i iq1 iqj
;¨ g V i , ;w g W j , ;m , . . . , m g P. .  . 1 n
SN  .Proof. Consider an arbitrary element s ? ¨ m w g Ind V i mS =Si j
 .  .W j ; V m W N . The equivariance condition on the product forces us
to set
s ? ¨ m w m , . . . , m .  .1 n
< < < <[ s m , . . . , m ? ¨ m , . . . , m m w m , . . . , m . .  . .1 n s 1 s i s  iq1. s  iqj.
We let the reader check that this definition is consistent and provides
V m W with a right P-module structure.
 .3.1.4. COROLLARY. The category Mod , m is symmetric monoidal.P
Proof. We have just to check that the twisting map c : V m W ªV , W
W m V is P-linear. The other verifications are obvious. We check first
c ¨ m w m , . . . , m .  . .V , W 1 n
< < < <s t ¨ , w w m ¨ m , . . . , m .  .. 1 n
< < < < < < < <s t m q ??? q m , m q ??? q m w m , . . . , m . .1 i iq1 iqj iq1 iqj
m ¨ m , . . . , m .1 i
s c ¨ m w m , . . . , m , .  . .V , W 1 n
and the general case follows by S -equivariance.n
3.1.5. Remark. Recall that I is equipped with an operad structure cf.
.Subsection 1.1.8 . Furthermore, a right I-module structure is nothing more
 .than a right S-module structure, and the monoidal categories Mod , mI
 .and S-Mod, m are clearly isomorphic.
3.1.6. Shifted Modules. Let V be an S-module. Let n be a non-
w xnegative integer. We define an S-module V n , known as the shifted
module. We set
w xV n r [ V n q r . .  .
 4  4Consider the embedding 1, . . . , r ¨ 1, . . . , n q r mapping 1, . . . , r onto
n q 1, . . . , n q r. This embedding provides a group embedding S ¨ S ,r nqr
w x .  .and thus the S -module structure of V n r s V n q r .r
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w x .  .Let ¨ g V n r s V n q r . The integers 1, . . . , n are called the n
first entries of ¨ and n q 1, . . . , n q r the last r entries of ¨. Hence, in
our definition, S acts on the last r entries of ¨ .r
w x  .Notice that V n is an S - S-module . In fact, S acts on the n firstn n
w x .entries of ¨ g V n r . This S -action commutes obviously with the S -n r
module structure, since the supports of these actions are disjoint.
3.1.7. Right P-Actions on Shifted Modules. If V is a right P-module,
w x w x .then V n is equipped with a right P-module structure. Let ¨ g V n r .
w xWe provide V n with a right P-module structure by letting P act on the
last r entries of ¨ . More precisely, the image of ¨ under the product
w x w xV n r m P i m ??? m P i ª V n i q ??? qi .  .  .  .1 r 1 r
 mn .  . w x .is given by ¨ 1 , m , . . . , m g V n q i q ??? qi s V n i q ??? qi .1 r 1 r 1 r
The operad P may also act on the i first entries of ¨ . Thus we obtain
maps
w x w xV n r m P i m ??? m P i ª V i q ??? qi r . .  .  .  .1 n n n
These maps are P-linear by associativity of the right P-module product.
As for classical graded modules, we use the shifted module in the
construction of an internal Hom.
3.1.8. THEOREM. Let V , W be right P-modules. The bifunctor
w xHOM V , W n [ Mod V , W n .  .  .P
 .is an internal hom in the monoidal category Mod , m . Explicitly, we ha¨e aP
canonical isomorphism
Mod U m V , W ( Mod U , HOM V , W . .  . .P P
 .Proof. First, we make HOM V , W into a right P-module. Let f g
 . .  w x.HOM V , W n s Mod V , W n . Recall that f consists in a sequenceP
 .  .of maps f : V r ª W n q r , which commute with the right P-module
 .  .product. Let m g P i , . . . , m g P i . We define1 1 n n
f m , . . . , m g HOM V , W i q ??? qi .  .  .1 n 1 n
w xs Mod V , W i q ??? qi .P 1 n
 .as follows. Let ¨ g V r . We set
f m , . . . , m ¨ [ f ¨ m , . . . , m , 1, . . . , 1 . .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
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 .Once again, f m , . . . , m is obviously P-linear, because of the associativ-1 n
ity of the right P-module product. Clearly, this product provides
 .HOM V , W with a right P-module structure.
Let U, V , W g Mod . It remains to show thatP
Mod U m V , W ( Mod U , HOM V , W . .  . .P P
 .  . .An arrow f g S-Mod U m V , W is given by a sequence f : U m V r ª
 .W r , or equivalently, by a sequence of S = S -equivariant arrowsi j
f : U i m V j ª W i q j . .  .  .i , j
Now, the map f corresponds to a mapi, j
g : U i ª Mod V j , W i q j . .  .  . .i , j S j
Moreover, f is P-linear if and only if
 .  .  .   ..1 for each i, for each u g U i , the sequence g u [ g u :i i, j j
 . w x .  .  w x.V j ª W i j is P-linear, i.e., g : U i ª Mod V , W i ,i P
 .  . 2 the sequence g [ g is P-linear, i.e., g g Mod U ,i i P
 ..HOM V , W .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
3.1.9. COROLLARY. Let V , W be S-modules. The bifunctor
w xHOM V , W i [ S-Mod V , W i .  .  .
 .is an internal hom in the monoidal category S-Mod, m .
3.1.10. Composition. By some general nonsense arguments we have
associative composition laws
HOM V , W m HOM U , V ª HOM U , W . .  .  .
 . .  . .Indeed, let g g HOM V , W i , f g HOM U, V j . Then g ? f g
 . .HOM U, W i q j is given by the sequence of maps
f g
U r ª V j q r ª W i q j q r . .  .  .
 .  .In particular, if V g Mod , then END V s HOM V , V is an associa-P
 .tive algebra in the category Mod , m .P
3.2. Coalgebra-Algebra Duality
3.2.1. Coalgebras. In this section, we consider coalgebras in the sym-
metric monoidal category of right P-modules. A coalgebra is a right
P-module C, equipped with a coassociative coproduct D: C ª C m C and
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an augmentation: e : C ª 1. Explicitly, D and e satisfy the usual identities
D m C ? D s C m D ? D ,
C m e ? D s e m C ? D s C.
The coalgebra C is known to be cocommutati¨ e when D s c ? D. TheC , C
coalgebra C is known to be connected when e induces an isomorphism
 .from C 0 into k. In the sequel, any coalgebra is assumed to be connected.
 .In this case, we have C 0 s k ? 1 and D1 s 1 m 1. Furthermore, the
 .coproduct of c g C N has the expansion
Dc s c m 1 q s i ? ci m ci q 1 m c, 1. 2.
 .c
i i  . i  .with s g S , c g C p , c g C q , for some p, q - n such that p q qn 1. 2.
s n.
Here, we use Sweedler's notation. More generally, given c g C, an
expression like  s i ? ci m ??? m ci denotes the n-fold coproduct of c.c. 1. n.
Sometimes we may omit the summation index i. Using Sweedler's nota-
tion, the cocommutativity of the coproduct may be written
< < < <s ? c m c s st c , c ? c m c . . 1. 2. 1. 2. 2. 1.
 .  .c c
3.2.2. Cofree Coalgebras. A right P-module V is known to be con-
 .nected when V 0 s 0. There exists an obvious forgetful functor from the
category of cocommutative coalgebras to the category of connected right
P-modules. This functor has a right adjoint known as the cofree cocommu-
 .tati¨ e coalgebra. We denote by C V the cofree cocommutative coalgebra
cogenerated by V . This coalgebra is endowed with a P-linear map
 .p : C V ª P and is characterized by the following universal property.
Let C be a cocommutative coalgebra; let p 9: C ª V be a P-linear map.
 .There exists a unique coalgebra morphism f : C ª C V such that
pf s p 9.
< < < <Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V , let s g S , with N s ¨ q ??? q ¨ . We denote by1 n N 1 n
 . mns ? ¨ , . . . , ¨ the tensor s ? ¨ m ??? m ¨ g V . Recall that the sym-1 n 1 n
metric group S acts on V mn by place permutation, and that this action isn
given by
< < < <s* s ? ¨ , . . . , ¨ s s ? s ¨ , . . . , ¨ ? ¨ , . . . , ¨ . .  . . .1 n 1 n s1. sn.
 mn.SnWe denote by V the right P-module of invariant tensors. Consider
the right P-module
`
SnmnC V s V . .  .[
ns0
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 .We equip C V with the coproduct defined on each summand by the
canonical inclusion
S S Sn p qmn mp mqV ; V m V , .  .  .
i  i i .  mn.Snwith p q q s n. Hence, if  s ? ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V , then we havei 1. n.
D s i ? ¨ i , . . . , ¨ i . 1. n. /
i
s s i ? ¨ i , . . . , ¨ i m ¨ i , . . . , ¨ i . .  . 1.  p.  pq1.  pqq.
pqqsn
 .3.2.3. THEOREM. The coalgebra C V is the cofree cocommutati¨ e coal-
 .gebra cogenerated by V . The uni¨ ersal arrow p : C V ª V is gi¨ en by the
 .projection of C V onto the summand V .
Proof. Let p 9: C ª V be a right P-module morphism. First, we check
 .the existence of a coalgebra morphism f : C ª C V such that p 9 s pf.
Consider the map
f c [ s i ? p 9 ci , . . . , p 9 ci . .  .  .  /1. n.
n
 .Notice that f is well-defined, because C is connected and V 0 s 0. The
map f is obviously P-linear. Moreover, we have
Df c s s i ? p 9 ci , . . . , p 9 ci .  .  .  /1.  p.
pqqsn
m p 9 ci , . . . , p 9 ci . .  . / pq1.  pqq.
Because of the coassociativity of the coproduct, this last expression is
 .exactly f m f ? D c . Hence, f is a coalgebra morphism.
It remains to show the uniqueness of such a factorization. Let us call
 mn.Sn  .  .V the component of order n of C V . Let c : C ª C V be
 . i  i i .another factorization of p 9. Write c c s  s ? ¨ , . . . , ¨ . Since c is an 1 n
coalgebra morphism, we have
Dn c c s c m ??? m c ? Dn c , .  .
where Dn denotes the n-fold coproduct. On one hand, the multilinear
component i.e., the component of order one in each factor of the tensor
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.product of the left side of this equation is
s i ? ¨ i m ??? m ¨ i . 1 n
i
On the other hand, the multilinear component of the right side is
s i ? p 9 ci m ??? m p 9 ci , .  . 1. n.
i
because the restriction of c to V is given by p 9 by hypothesis. Hence, the
 .  .component of order n of c c agrees with that of f c .
3.2.4. Shuffle Coproduct on the Symmetric Algebra. For the needs of the
Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt theorem, we supply another realization of theÂ
 mn.cofree cocommutative coalgebra. We denote by V the coinvariantsSn
of the tensor power under the action of the symmetric group.
Consider the right P-module
`
mnS V s V . .  . S[ n
ns0
< < < <Let X , . . . , X g V and let s g S , with N s X q ??? q X . We de-1 n N 1 n
note by s ? X ??? X the image of the tensor s ? X m ??? m X under the1 n 1 n
quotient map. By definition, we have
< < < <s* s ? X ??? X s s s X , . . . , X ? X ??? X s s ? X ??? X . .  .1 n 1 n s1. sn. 1 n
Let S h denote the set of p, q-shuffles, i.e., the set of permutationsp, q
 .  .  .  .s g S such that s 1 - ??? - s p and s p q 1 - ??? - s p q q . Wepqq
 .equip S V with the coproduct defined by
< < < <D s ? X ??? X s s s X , . . . , X ? X ??? X .  . 1 n 1 n s1. s p.
pqqsn sgS hp , q
m X ??? X .s pq1. s pqq.
 .  .3.2.5. THEOREM. The coalgebra morphism f : S V ª C V induced
 .by the projection onto the linear component of S V is a coalgebra isomor-
phism.
Proof. By an immediate calculation, we obtain
< < < <f s ? X ??? X s s s X , . . . , X ? X , . . . , X . .  .  .1 n 1 n s1. sn.
sgSn
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Hence, f is clearly an isomorphism, with an inverse isomorphism given by
1
y1 i i i i i if s ? X , . . . , X s s ? X ??? X , . 1. n. 1. n. / n!i i
i i i mn Sn .  .for  s ? X , . . . , X g V .i 1. n.
3.2.6. Coalgebra-Algebra Pairings. Let C be a coalgebra; let R be a
 . .  .complete P-algebra. We equip the S-module C m R n [ C n m R
with the obvious right P-action. A coalgebra-algebra pairing between C
and R is a P-linear map
B : C m R ª P ,
which makes the coproduct of C adjoint to the product of R. More
precisely, we have
B c, m r , . . . , r s s i ? m B ci , r , . . . , B ci , r , . .  .  .  /1 n 1. 1 n. n
;m g P n , ;c g C , ; r , . . . , r g R . . 1 n
 .  .Notice that P 0 s 0 implies B 1, r s 0, ; r.
3.2.7. The Canonical Coalgebra-Algebra Pairing. Let V be a left K-
  ..module. Let us consider the cofree coalgebra C Mod V, P . We defineK
a canonical coalgebra-algebra pairing
Ã :y , y : C Mod V , P m P V ª P .  . .K
as follows. Let c be any homogeneous element of order n of
  .. i  i i . i iC Mod V, P . Hence, c s  s ? X , . . . , X , with X , . . . , X gK i 1. n. 1. n.
Ã .  .  .Mod V, P . Let r s m ¨ , . . . , ¨ g P V . We setK 1 m
¡ i i i :  :s ? m X , ¨ , . . . , X , ¨ , if n s m , . 1. 1 n. n~ :c, r s i¢
0, otherwise.
i  i i .This pairing is well defined since  s ? X , . . . , X is S -invariant. Iti 1. n. n
  ..is straightforward to check that it makes the coproduct of C Mod V, PK
Ã .adjoint to the product of P V .
  ..   ..Since S Mod V, P is isomorphic to C Mod V, P , we obtain anK K
Ã  ..  .isomorphic pairing between S Mod V, P and P V . As a conse-K
quence, in the next three lemmas, we can equivalently replace the coalge-
  ..   ..bra C Mod V, P by S Mod V, P .K K
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Let us write a concrete formula for this pairing
Ã :y , y : S Mod V , P m P V ª P. .  . .K
  ..Let c be any homogeneous element of order n of S Mod V, P . Hence,K
 .c s  s ? X ??? X , with X , . . . , X g Mod V , P . Let r s1 n 1 n K
Ã .  .m ¨ , . . . , ¨ g P V . We have1 m
¡  :  :s ? sm X , ¨ , . . . , X , ¨ , if n s m , .  . s1. 1 sn. n~ : sgSc, r s n¢
0, otherwise.
Ã :  .3.2.8. LEMMA. Let y , y : C m P V ª P be a coalgebra-algebra
  ..pairing. There exists a unique coalgebra morphism e : C ª C Mod V, P ,C K
such that
Ã :  :e c , r s c, r , ;c g C , ; r g P V . 3.2.1 .  .  .C
Proof. By restriction of such a pairing to V, we obtain a P-linear map
p 9: C ª Mod V , P . .K
For the universal coalgebra-algebra pairing, this P-linear map is the
  ..  .canonical projection p : C Mod V, P ª Mod V, P . The identityK K
 :  :e c , ¨ s c, ¨ , ;¨ g V .C
  ..is equivalent to pe s p 9. Since C Mod V, P is cofree, there exists aC K
unique coalgebra morphism e , such that pe s p 9. It remains to showC C
 .that e verifies Eq. 3.2.1 .C
Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V. We have1 n
 :e c , m ¨ , . . . , ¨ .  .C 1 n
 :  :s sm e c , ¨ , . . . , e c , ¨ .  . . C 1. 1 C n. n
 .c
 :  :s sm c , ¨ , . . . , c , ¨ . 1. 1 n. n
 .c
 :s c, m ¨ , . . . , ¨ . .1 n
Thus, we are done.
  ..3.2.9. Remark. For the coalgebra C s S Mod V, P , this map isK
  ..   ..obviously the canonical isomorphism S Mod V, P ª C Mod V, P .K K
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3.2.10. LEMMA. Assume V to be a finitely generated projecti¨ e K-module.
Let
 :y , y : C Mod V , P m R ª P . .K
be a coalgebra-algebra pairing. There exists a unique K-linear map h : R ªR
Ã .P V such that
 :  :c, r s c, h r , ;c g C Mod V , P , ; r g R . .  . .R K
Proof. Since V is finitely generated and projective, we have
IndSN Mod V , P i m ??? m Mod V , P i .  . .  .S = ? ? ? =S K 1 K ni i1 n
( mn SNmnª Mod V , Ind P i m ??? m P i . .  . /K S = ? ? ? =S 1 ni i1 n
Thus
(mn mn mn
mnMod V , P ª Mod V , P . .  .K K
And finally
S (nmn mn mnMod V , P ª Mod V , P . .  . .K K X Sn
In particular, we have
S (nmn mnMod V , P n ª Mod V , K X S . .  .  . .K K X S nn
In effect, Pmn is both an nth power and a right P-module. As a
mn .consequence P n is a K X S -bimodule, which turns out to be isomor-n
phic to K X S .n
 mn .Let us equip Mod V , K X S m R with the K-module structureK X S nn
induced by that on R. If V is a finitely generated projective K-module,
then V mn is a finitely generated projective K X S -module. Thus, we haven
an isomorphism
Mod R , P n m V mn . .K K X Sn
( mnª Mod Mod V , K X S m R , P n . . . .K K X S nn
Therefore, there exists a unique K-linear map
h : R ª P n m V mn .n K X Sn
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such that
s i ? X i , . . . , X i , r . ;1. n.
i
s s i ? X i , . . . , X i , h r , 3.2.2 .  . . ;1. n. R
i
for any tensor
s i ? X i , . . . , X i g Mod V mn , K X S : C Mod V , P n . .  . . . . 1. n. K X S n Kn
i
Moreover, since V mn is a finitely generated projective K X S -module,n
we have
(mn mn mn mnMod V , K X S m P N ª Mod V , P N . .  . . .K X S n K X S K X Sn n n
As a consequence,
`
mn mnC Mod V , P s Mod V , K X S m P . . .  .[K K X S n K X Sn n
ns0
 .It follows that Eq. 3.2.2 is true for any tensor
s i ? X i , . . . , X i g C Mod V , P . . . . 1. n. K
i
This completes the proof of the lemma.
3.2.11. LEMMA. The K-linear map supplied by the pre¨ious lemma h : RR
Ã .ª P V is a P-algebra morphism.
Ã .Proof. Since the P-algebra product l : P R ª R is a P-algebraR
morphism, by restriction, the coalgebra-algebra pairing
 :y , y : C Mod V , P m R ª P . .K
Ã  ..  .provides a coalgebra-algebra pairing between C Mod V, P and P R .K
We have
 :c, h m r , . . . , r . .R 1 n
 :s c, m r , . . . , r .1 n
s s i ? m ci , r , . . . , ci , r :  :  /1. 1 n. n
i
s s i ? m ci , h r , . . . , ci , h r :  : .  .  /1. R 1 n. R n
i
 :s c, m h r , . . . , h r . .  . .R 1 R n
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Ã .And hence, for any c g C, x g P R , we have
Ã :c, h ? l x s c, l ? P h x . : .  .  .R R R R
Ã .As a consequence, by the previous lemma, we have h ? l s l ? P h ,R R R R
i.e., h is a P-algebra morphism.R
3.2.12. COROLLARY. Let V, W be finitely generated projecti¨ e K-modules.
The adjunction relation pro¨ides a one-one correspondence between the set of
coalgebra morphisms
coAlg C Mod W , P , C Mod V , P .  . .  . .P K K
and the set of P-algebra morphisms
Ã Ã ÃP-Alg P V , P W . .  . .
Ã .3.2.13. Perfect Coalgebra-Algebra Pairings. Let B: C m P V ª P be a
coalgebra-algebra pairing. This pairing is said to be perfect, when V is a
finitely generated projective K-module, and when the associated coalgebra
 .morphism e : C ª Mod V, P is an isomorphism. Obviously, the previ-C K
ous corollary remains valid for any pair of perfect pairings, in place of the
Ã  ..  .standard ones C Mod V, P m P V ª P.K
Let C , C be cocommutative coalgebras. The tensor product C m C is1 2 1 2
a realization of the product in the category coAlg . The next lemmaP
follows as obvious nonsense. In this lemma, we consider the canonical
arrows
p p1 2
C ¤ C m C ª C ,1 1 2 2
i i1 2Ã Ã ÃP V ª P V [ V ¤ P V . .  .  .1 1 2 2
Ã Ã .  .3.2.14. LEMMA. Let B : C m P V ª P, B : C m P V ª P be1 1 1 2 2 2
coalgebra-algebra pairings. There exists a unique coalgebra-algebra pairing
Ã .between C m C and P V [ V which makes the canonical projections of1 2 1 2
the product p , p adjoint to the canonical embeddings i , i . Explicitly1 2 1 2
Ã :c, i a s B p c , a , ;c g C m C , ;a g P V , .  .  . .1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Ã :c, i a s B p c , a , ;c g C m C , ;a g P V . .  .  . .2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
Furthermore, this pairing is perfect when B and B are perfect.1 2
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4. CARTIER DUALITY AND THE MAIN THEOREM
OF LIE THEORY
This section is devoted to the Lie theory of formal groups over an
operad. In the first subsection, we study the P-linear Lie algebras the Lie
.algebras in the symmetric monoidal category of right P-modules . In a
second subsection, we show that the tangent space of a P-formal group is
a P-linear Lie algebra. In the third subsection, we show that the tangent
space induces an equivalence of categories between P-formal groups and
some finite dimensional P-linear Lie algebras.
4.1. P-Linear Lie Algebras
 .4.1.1. DEFINITION. A Lie algebra in Mod , m is called a P-linear LieP
algebra. A P-linear Lie algebra consists in a right P-module L equipped
with a P-linear map g : L m L ª L, which is antisymmetric and satisfies
the Jacobi relation. Explicitly, we have
g q g ? c s 0, A .L , L
g ? 1 m g ? 1 q c# q c#2 s 0, J . .
 .where c denotes the standard 3-cycle 1 2 3 g S . Let X, Y g L. We3
w x  .  .denote by X, Y the image of X m Y under g . Relations A and J are
equivalent to the relations
< < < <w x w xX , Y q t X , Y ? Y , X s 0, ;X , Y g L, A .  .
< < < < < <w x w xX , Y , Z q c X , Y , Z ? Y , Z, X .
2 < < < < < < w xq c X , Y , Z ? Z, X , Y s 0, ;X , Y , Z g L. J .  .
The notion of a P-linear Lie algebra was introduced by Barratt in the
.special case P s I for the study of the desuspension spectral sequence
 w x.see B, Go .
4.1.2. Liefication of an Associati¨ e Algebra. An associative algebra in
 .Mod , m is called a P-linear associative algebra. Let A be a P-linearP
associative algebra. Thus, A is equipped with an associative product
m: A m A ª A, and a two sided unit e: 1 ª A. Moreover, we assume A
 .to be connected, i.e., e induces an isomorphism A 0 s k.
By antisymmetrization of the product m, we provide A with the struc-
ture of a P-linear Lie algebra. We denote this P-linear Lie algebra by
A . Let X, Y g A. We haveL
< < < <w xX , Y s m X , Y y t X , Y ? m Y , X . .  .  .
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the Liefication functor admits a left adjoint known as the enveloping
algebra functor.
4.1.3. The P-Linear En¨eloping Algebra. Let V be any right P-mod-
 .ule. We denote by T V the tensor algebra generated by V , defined as the
right P-module
`
mnT V s V , . [
ns0
 .equipped with the concatenation product. As for classical modules, T V
is the free associative algebra generated by V .
Let L be a P-linear Lie algebra. The P-linear en¨eloping algebra of L,
 .denoted by U L , is the quotient of the tensor algebra generated by L, by
the ideal generated by the relations
< < < < w xX m Y y t X , Y ? Y m X y X , Y , X , Y g L. .
 .  .This ideal is clearly a sub- P-module of T L , hence U L is a P-linear
 .associative algebra. The canonical P-linear map L ª T L induces a Lie
 .algebra morphism L ª U L . Moreover, any Lie algebra morphism L ª
 .A extends clearly to a unique associative algebra morphism U L ª A.L
4.1.4. Hopf Algebras in the Right P-Modules. A Hopf algebra in
 .Mod , m consists of a P-linear associative algebra H, equipped with aP
coassociative coproduct D: H ª H m H, and an augmentation e : H ª 1.
Moreover, the coproduct and the augmentation are assumed to be algebra
morphisms. We do not require the existence of an antipode in this
definition. Recall that we tacitly assume H to be connected. Hence, as in
the classical case, the antipode always exists.
An element of H, say X, is known to be primiti¨ e when D X s X m 1 q
1 m X. We denote by Prim H the right P-module of the primitive ele-
ments.
The P-linear enveloping algebra is equipped with a canonical Hopf
algebra structure. As in the classical theory, we define a Lie algebra
 .  .morphism D: L ª U L m U L , by setting
D X s X m 1 q 1 m X .
More generally, the usual tricks for classical enveloping algebras apply
 .to P-linear enveloping algebras. For instance U L is endowed with an
increasing filtration, defined by
F nU L [ Span X ??? X , for X , . . . , X g L . .  .1 n 1 n
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 .  .  .4.1.5. THEOREM Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt . Let f : S L ª U L beÂ
the P-linear map defined by
1
< < < <f s ? X ??? X [ s ? s X , . . . , X ? X ??? X . .  .1 n 1 n s1. sn.n! sgSn
This map is a coalgebra isomorphism.
 wProof. The proof follows exactly the classical one cf. Q1, Appendix
x.B , except that we must replace the classical Koszul signs by the appropri-
ate permutations. Therefore, we only sketch it.
The map f is clearly well defined. In order to show that it is a coalgebra
 .  .morphism, we expand f m f ? D X ??? X and Df X ??? X . Using the1 n 1 n
fact that any permutation can be written either as s ? t [ t or as ts, where1 2
s is a p, q-shuffle, t g S , t g S , t g S , we see that these two1 p 2 q pqq
expressions are equal.
It remains to check that f is an isomorphism. This can be done as in
w xQ1, Appendix B . Another method consists in showing that gr f is an
 .isomorphism f preserves obviously the filtration by using the basis of the
 . w xk-module U L given by St, Theorem 11.3 .
Further, results on classical enveloping algebras may be generalized to
w xour framework. In fact we can readily translate Appendix B of Q1 to the
context of right P-modules. In particular, we want to mention the follow-
ing Milnor]Moore theorem. This theorem remains valid in a characteristic
 w x.free context cf. St .
 .4.1.6. THEOREM Milnor]Moore . The en¨eloping algebra functor in-
duces an equi¨ alence of categories between the category of P-linear Lie
algebras and the category of connected cocommutati¨ e Hopf algebras. Its
in¨erse is gi¨ en by the primiti¨ e elements functor.
4.1.7. Relationship with the Notion of a Lie Algebra in P. To conclude,
we explain how to relate the notion of a P-linear Lie algebra to the notion
 wof a Lie algebra in P due to V. Ginzburg and M. Kapranov cf. G-K,
x.2.2.12 . For simplicity, we assume K s k. Recall that a Lie algebra bracket
on V is equivalent to an operad morphism L ie ª E nd . Similarly, a LieV
algebra in P consists of a k-module V together with an operad morphism
 . .  .  .L ie ª E nd m P, where E nd m P n s E nd n m P n is equippedV V V
 .with the obvious operad product. If P s Com, then P n s k, and we
have E nd m Com s E nd . As a consequence, a Lie algebra in Com isV V
nothing but a Lie algebra.
 .Let L s V . As for Lie algebras cf. Example 1.1.13 , the operadP
morphism L ie ª E nd m P provides an S -anti-equivariant bracketV 2
w x  .y, y : V m V ª V m P 2 . By P-linearity, this bracket induces an anti-
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w xsymmetric bracket y, y : L m L ª L. By a straightforward calculation
 .similar to Example 1.1.13 , we show that this bracket satisfies the Jacobi
relation. Conversely, let L be a free right P-module equipped with a
w x  .P-linear Lie algebra structure. By restriction, we obtain y, y : L 1 m
 .  .  .  .L 1 ª L 2 s L 1 m P 2 . It turns out that this bracket induces an
operad morphism
L ie ª E nd m P.L1.
Clearly, these two constructions are inverse to each other, and give an
equivalence between Lie algebras in P and the P-linear Lie algebras,
whose underlying right P-module is free.
wAssume that P is a quadratic operad. In this case, by G-K, Theorem
x !2.2.13 , a structure of Lie algebra in P is equivalent to a P -algebra
product. Hence, the category of P-linear Lie algebras is equivalent to the
category of P!-algebras. Let L be a P!-algebra. The underlying right
P-module of the associated P-linear Lie algebra is L . Let us write theP
formula of the Lie bracket.
Recall that the tensor product of a P-algebra and a P!-algebra is
equipped with a Lie bracket. In fact, this Lie algebra structure is obtained
by restriction of structure through an operad morphism l: L ie ª P!m P.
 . U ! .Let m be a basis of P 2 . Let us denote by m the dual basis of P 2 . Leti i
 .g be the generator of L ie 2 . According to the definition of the Lie
 .bracket in 2.2.2 , we define the operad morphism l by
l g s mU m m . .  i i
Therefore, if X m n , X m n g L m P, then we have1 1 2 2
w x UX m n , X m n s m X , X m m n , n . .  .1 1 2 2 i 1 2 i 1 2
4.2. The Lie Algebra of a P-Formal Group
4.2.1. The Tangent Space of a P-Algebra. Let A be a complete P-alge-
 .bra; its tangent space is defined to be the right P-module Mod QA, P .K
Namely, the tangent space of A is the P-linear dual of QA, the K-module
of the indecomposable elements of R.
Consider the algebra of the regular functions of a P-formal group G. In
this section, we show that the tangent space of this algebra is equipped
with a natural Lie bracket. Furthermore, this bracket makes it into a
P-linear Lie algebra. We denote by Lie G the resulting P-linear Lie
algebra, known as the Lie algebra of G.
First, we interpret the tangent space as a right P-module of derivations.
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4.2.2. Bimodule o¨er an Operad. Let Q be an operad we do not
 . .assume Q 0 s 0 . A Q-bimodule is an S-module endowed with a collec-
tion of products
Q n m Q i m ??? m M i m ??? m Q i ª M i q ??? qi , .  .  .  .  .1 k n 1 n
M n m Q i m ??? m Q i ª M i q ??? qi . .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
These products are supposed to satisfy the May axioms, in which one
occurrence of the operad Q is replaced by M. This definition is equivalent
w xto Ma, Definition 1.3 .
4.2.3. Remark. As for algebras, the S-module M [ Q [ M is equippedq
with a natural operad structure. Moreover, M is an abelian group in theq
category of operads over Q. The functor M ª M is an equivalence ofq
categories from the Q-bimodules to the abelian groups in the category of
operads over Q.
4.2.4. Operad Deri¨ ations. A P-operad Q is an operad together with a
  . .fixed operad morphism P ª Q we do not assume Q 0 s 0 . Let M
denote a Q-bimodule. A P-linear deri¨ ation from Q to M is an S-module
w xmorphism d: Q ª M n , whose restriction to P vanishes, and which
< <satisfies the Leibniz identity. We denote the integer n by d , this integer is
called the degree of the derivation. The Leibniz identity has the expansion
d m n , . . . , n s dm 1mn , n , . . . , n q e ? m n , . . . , dn , . . . , n , .  .  . .  . 1 r 1 r i 1 i r
i
;m g Q r , ;n , . . . , n g Q , 4.2.1 .  .1 r
where e denotes the block permutationi
< < < < < <e s 1 ??? i q 1 d , n , . . . , n . .  .i 1 q
In particular, the derivation commutes with the left and the right P-action
< <up to a permutation. In the case d s 0, we have e s 1. Moreover, in thisi
w xcase, our definition agrees with Ma, Definition 1.5 . We denote by
 .Der Q, M the S-module of P-linear derivations. Of course, this S-mod-P
ule is a right Q-module.
As an immediate application of the Leibniz formula, we obtain the
lemma
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 .4.2.5. LEMMA. Let A be a P-algebra. Let M be a U A -bimodule. LetP
 .d: A ª M n satisfy the Leibniz relation
d m a , . . . , a s m a , . . . , da , . . . , a , .  . . 1 n 1 i n
i
;a , . . . , a g A. 4.2.2 .1 n
 . w xThe map d extends to a unique P-linear deri¨ ation d: U A ª M n .P
 .4.2.6. COROLLARY. By restriction through the augmentation e : U A ªP
 .P, the ground operad P is equipped with a U A -bimodule structure. WeP
ha¨e a canonical isomorphism
Mod QA, P s Der U A , P . .  . .K P P
 .Proof. In effect, an element of Mod QA, P is a K-linear mapK
d: A ª P which vanishes over A2. This is equivalent to the Leibniz
 .identity 4.2.2 .
In particular, when G is a P-formal group, we have Lie G s
  . .   .Der U G , P . Recall that U G denotes the completed envelopingP P P
 . .operad of R G . In the next lemma, we provide a linear extension process
for derivations. Using this lemma, we equip any module of P-linear
derivations with an external Lie bracket. In turn, by composition with the
coproduct of the formal group, we obtain the Lie bracket of Lie G.
4.2.7. LEMMA. Let Q, Q9 be P-operads. Let Q0 be a Q-operad. Let
w x­ : Q9 ª Q0 n be a P-linear deri¨ ation. By embedding Q into the first
summand of Q k Q9, we pro¨ide Q k Q9 with the structure of a Q-P P
operad. There exists a unique Q-linear deri¨ ation
w xQ k ­ : Q k Q9 ª Q k Q0 n ,P P P
whose restriction to the second summand is gi¨ en by ­ followed by the
canonical embedding into the second summand.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the form of the operad
coproduct and of the Leibniz formula.
w x w xLet Q be a P-operad. Let d : Q ª P n , d : Q ª P n be P-linear1 1 2 2
derivations. By the previous lemma, we have a P-linear derivation
w xQ k d : Q k Q ª Q n .P 2 P 2
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Recall that we have a P-linear composition product
HOM Q , P m HOM Q k Q , Q ª HOM Q k Q , P . .  .  .P P
w xWe denote by d w d : Q k Q ª P n q n the P-linear map defined1 2 P 1 2
 .as the composite d ? Q k d . Notice that this product is associative by1 P 2
uniqueness of the linear extension of a P-linear derivation.
The external bracket of d and d is the P-linear map1 2
w xd w d y t n , n ? d w d : Q k Q ª P n q n . .1 2 1 2 2 1 P 1 2
As in classical commutative algebra, the next lemma is an immediate
exercice.
4.2.8. LEMMA. The external bracket of d and d is a P-linear deri¨ ation.1 2
4.2.9. Construction of the Lie Algebra Bracket. Let X, Y be elements of
 .the Lie algebra Lie G. We consider them as derivations X, Y: U G ª P.P
We define their Lie bracket by
< < < <w xX , Y [ X w Y y t X , Y ? Y w X ? U g . .  . . P
w xAs a consequence of the previous lemma, X, Y g Lie G.
4.2.10. PROPOSITION. The bracket defined abo¨e endows Lie G with the
structure of a P-linear Lie algebra.
Proof. This bracket is clearly antisymmetric. Let X, Y, Z g Lie G. We
have
w xX , Y , Z
< < < < < <s X w Y w Z ? U g y 2 3 X , Y , Z ? X w Z w Y ? U g .  .  .  .  .  .P 3 P 3
< < < < < <y 1 2 3 X , Y , Z ? Y w Z w X ? U g .  .  .  .P 3
< < < < < <q 1 3 X , Y , Z ? Z w Y w X ? U g . .  .  .  .P 3
We complete the proof of the Jacobi identity by a brute force verification.
Moreover, it is not difficult to show that the tangent map of a formal
group morphism commutes with the Lie brackets. Therefore, we have
4.2.11. COROLLARY. The map G ¬ Lie G induces a functor from the
category of formal groups to the category of P-linear Lie algebras.
4.2.12. The Case of a P-Formal Group Law. Let us give an expression
 .of the Lie bracket in the case of a formal group law G x, y . Let
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 .V s Kx [ ??? [ Kx . Let X , . . . , X g Mod V, K be a dual basis of1 n 1 n K
 .x , . . . , x . Thus Lie G s KX [ ??? [ KX .1 n 1 n P
 .Because of the unit equation 2.1.6 , we have the following P-power
series expansion
G x , y s x q y q g k , l x , y q deg G 3 , .  .  .i i i i k l
k , l
k , l  .with g g P 2 . By a straightforward inspection, we obtaini
w x k , l l , kX , X s X m g y t ? g . .k l i i i
i
  .  .   .. .We identify Mod V, K m P 2 with Mod V, P 2 .K K K
In the classical case P s Com, we have
Lie G n s Lie G 1 m Com n s Lie G 1 . .  .  .  .
 .In the classical theory, the Lie bracket is defined on Lie G 1 . Up to some
shift of degrees, it is equal to the Lie bracket defined above.
4.3. The Main Theorem of Lie Theory
We now state the main theorem of this paper.
4.3.1. THEOREM. Consider the category of finite dimensional P-formal
groups. Consider the category of P-linear Lie algebras, whose underlying right
 .P-module is of the form Mod V, P , for a certain finitely generated projec-K
ti¨ e K-module V. The Lie algebra functor induces an equi¨ alence between
these categories.
We deduce this statement from the next theorem. Before, we recall
some obvious facts on the cartesian product of two formal groups.
4.3.2. DEFINITION. The cartesian product of G and G is the P-for-1 2
mal group defined as follows. We set
R G = G s R G k R G , .  .  .1 2 1 2
and we equip this P-algebra with the coproduct
g qg1 2 6R G k R G R G k R G k R G k R G .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 2
T 6 R G k R G k R G k R G , .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
where T switches the second and the third summand.
 .The Lie algebra Lie G = G splits as the direct sum of the Lie1 2
algebras Lie G and Lie G . Furthermore, the biproduct diagram1 2
i i1 26
6
66Lie G Lie G [ Lie G Lie G .1 1 2 2p p1 2
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is the ``tangent diagram'' of
i i1 266
6
6R G R G k R G R G , .  .  .  .1 1 2 2p p1 2
 .where p , p are the canonical embeddings, and i resp. i is the1 2 1 2
P-algebra morphism whose restriction to the 1st summand is the identity
 .  .resp. 0 and whose restriction to the 2nd summand is 0 resp. the identity .
Of course, these maps are morphisms of P-formal groups.
We have a natural isomorphism
U Lie G = G ( U Lie G m U Lie G . .  .  . .1 2 1 2
  ..  .  . In fact, if u g U Lie G = G , then u s i p u ? i p u . We keep the1 2 1 1 2 2
same notation for the image of a Lie algebra morphism under the
.enveloping algebra functor.
4.3.3. THEOREM. Let G be a finite dimensional P-formal group. There
exists a natural coalgebra-algebra pairing
 :y , y : U Lie G m R G ª P , .  .G
endowed with the following properties.
 .   . .1 Recall that by definition Lie G s Mod QR G , P ;K
  . .  :  .Mod R G , P . The restriction of the pairing y , y to Lie G m R GGK
is gi¨ en by the P-linear duality pairing.
 .2 This pairing is perfect.
 .  .3 This pairing makes the product of U Lie G adjoint to the coproduct
 .of R G . More precisely, we ha¨e
 :  :u¨ , r s u m ¨ , g r .G G=G
 .The construction of the pairing, together with the proof of assertions 1
 .  .and 3 of this theorem is the purpose of the next section. Statement 2
turns out to be independent from the construction of the pairing. In fact, it
is a consequence of the other properties. More precisely, we have the
lemma
4.3.4. LEMMA. Consider a coalgebra-algebra pairing
 :y , y : U Lie G m R G ª P. .  .G
 .If this pairing satisfies assertion 1 of the pre¨ious theorem, then it is
necessarily perfect.
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Proof. This lemma is a consequence of the Poincare]Birkhoff]WittÂ
 .theorem 4.1.5 . By this theorem, we have a coalgebra isomorphism
 .  .f : S Lie G ª U Lie G defined by
1
< < < <f s ? X ??? X [ s ? s X , . . . , X ? X ??? X . .  .1 n 1 n s1. sn.n! sgSn
Let us denote by e the map provided by Lemma 3.2.8. Recall thatG
 . r  .U Lie G is equipped with a canonical filtration, denoted by F U Lie G
 .cf. Subsection 4.1.4 . We want to compare gr f with gr e . Of course, weG
need to check that e preserves the filtration.G
We need some insight into this map. Recall from the proof of Lemma
3.2.8 that the composite
eG 6U Lie G S Mod V , P ª Mod V , P .  .  . .K K
 .  :maps u to the P-linear form X u [ u, y . ThereforeG
1
i i ie u [ s ? X u ??? X u . .  .  .G 1. n.n!n
r  .Let u g F U Lie G . We can assume u s X ??? X , with X , . . . , X g1 r 1 r
 . i iMod V, P . Assume n ) r. Any tensor in the expansion  s ? uK u. 1.
m ??? m ui contains at least one 1 as a factor. As a consequencen.
1
i i ie u [ s ? X u ??? X u . .  .  .G 1. n.n!nFr
r  .That is, e maps u into F S V . In other words, e preserves theG G
filtration.
Furthermore, by an immediate induction, we show that the r-fold
coproduct of u is equal to
< < < <s X , . . . , X ? X m ??? m X , . 1 r s1. s r .
sgSr
plus some other terms which contain at least one 1 as a factor. Therefore
1
r < < < <gr e u s s X , . . . , X ? X ??? X , .  .G 1 r s1. s r .r !sgSr
s X ??? X .1 r
Hence gr e ? gr f s 1, and as a consequence, gr e is an isomorphism.G G
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As an immediate consequence of the theorem above and of Corollary
 .3.2.12, the Lie algebra functor is full and faithful. Indeed property 1
readily implies that a formal group morphism is adjoint to its tangent map.
It remains to prove the next lemma and the proof of the main theorem will
be complete.
4.3.5. LEMMA. The Lie algebra functor is essentially surjecti¨ e.
 .Proof. Let L be a P-linear Lie algebra, with L s Mod V, P , whereK
V denotes a finitely generated projective K-module. By the Poincare]Â
 .Birkhoff]Witt theorem 4.1.5 , we have a natural coalgebra isomorphism
 .  .S L ª U L . As a consequence, we have a perfect coalgebra-algebra
pairing
Ã :y , y : U L m P V ª P. .  .
By Lemma 3.2.14, this pairing induces a perfect coalgebra-algebra pairing
Ã .  .  .between U L m U L and P V [ V .
Ã Ã .  .Now, let us consider g : P V ª P V [ V , the dual of the algebra
 .  .  .product U L m U L ª U L . Since this product is associative, by
uniqueness of the dual, we deduce that g is associative. By the same
argument, we obtain the relation 1 k 0 ? g s 0 k 1 ? g s 1. Therefore, g
Ã .equips P V with the structure of a P-formal group.
Let us denote this P-formal group by G. It remains to check that L is
Ã Ã .  .  .  .the Lie algebra of G. Since U L m P V ª P and U Lie G m P V ª P
 .are both perfect coalgebra-algebra pairings, the coalgebras U L and
 .  .U Lie G are isomorphic. Moreover, the isomorphism between U L and
 .U Lie G respects the pairings. Since in the both cases, the algebra product
is dual to the coproduct g , this isomorphism is a Hopf algebra isomor-
 .phism. By the Milnor]Moore theorem 4.1.6 , we obtain L ( Lie G.
4.3.6. An Alternati¨ e Proof of the Main Theorem of Lie Theory. As
w x  .mentioned in G-K , in the case P 1 s k, the main theorem of Lie theory
can be deduced from the Lazard result. Let us give more precision on this
alternative demonstration.
Let P be a quadratic operad. The Construction 2.2.2 provides a functor
from the category of P!-algebras into the category of P-formal groups.
We have denoted this functor by L ¬ Exp L. We have soon mentioned
that the category of P!-algebras is equivalent to the category of P-linear
 .Lie algebras cf. Subsection 4.1.7 . Let us extend the Construction 2.2.2 to
P-linear Lie algebras, for a general operad P.
 .Let L s Mod V, P be equipped with a P-linear Lie algebra struc-k
 .ture. If A is a P-algebra, then L 1 m A is equipped with a natural Lie
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 .algebra structure. Indeed, let X , X g L 1 . Expand their bracket as1 2
w xX , X s Y m g ,1 2 i i
 .  .with Y g L 1 , and g g P 2 . Let a , a g A. We seti i 1 2
w xX m a , X m a s Y m g a , a . .1 1 2 2 i i 1 2
As a consequence, using the Campbell]Hausdorff formula, we obtain a
similar construction L ¬ exp L, for L a P-linear Lie algebra. Moreover,
L is the Lie algebra of the P-formal group exp L.
w xBy the Lazard results L1, Sect. 7 , this functor L ¬ exp L is essentially
surjective. It is clearly faithful. It remains to show that this functor is full.
This is not contained in the Lazard result. In fact, within the analyzer
formalism, it is difficult to define the notion of a morphism between two
formal groups which do not have the same dimension. Nevertheless, by the
next lemma, a P-formal group law morphism is completely determined by
its tangent morphism. The assertion follows.
 .4.3.7. LEMMA. Consider an n9-tuple of P-power series f x , which pro-
 .  .¨ides a P-formal group law morphism from G9 x9, y9 to G x, y . The
 .homogeneous components of f x are determined by the linear one.
Proof. We write
f x s m x a , i s 1, . . . , n9. .  .i i , a
a
< <Fix a multi-index a . We denote by a , the integer a q ??? qa . Assume1 n
 . < <that the components of f x of degree less than a are known.
 r . .Let us denote by G x , . . . , x the r th iteration of the formal group1 r
law. Explicitly
G1. x s x , .1 1
G2. x , x s G x , x , .  .1 2 1 2
G3. x , x , x s G G x , x , x s G x , G x , x , etc. .  .  . .  .1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
< <Let r s a . The multilinear part of the equation
G9 r . f x , . . . , f x s f G r . x , . . . , x .  .  . .  .1 r 1 r
 .provides an equation between the degree r component of f x and its
components of lower degree.
More precisely, recall that x denotes a grouping of variables x sk k
 .x , . . . , x . In the equationk , 1 k , n
GX r . f x , . . . , f x s f G r . x , . . . , x , .  .  . .  .i 1 r i 1 r
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we consider the monomials of degree at least one in each variable x ,k , j
with a variables x , a variables x , etc. We obtain an equation1 ?, 1 2 ?, 2
< <which involves only m and the m with b - r. The operation mi, a ?, b i, a
occurs only on the right side of this equation in monomials like
c ? m w , .w i , a
where c is a non-negative integer and w ranges over the set of tensors ofw
degree at least one in each variable x , with a variables x , ak , j 1 ?, 1 2
variables x , etc. In this equation, we make the substitution x s ??? s?, 2 1, j
 a .x s x , for j s 1, . . . , n. Finally, we have written m x in terms of ther , j j i, a
 .components of lower degree of f x .
5. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
5.0. Warning
  .. In the sequel, the dot ? denotes either the product in END U R orP
.any product which maps to this one , or the result of the evaluation
END U R m U R ª U R . .  .  . .P P P
  .  ..  .For example, let d g Der U R , U R . Let u g U R . We denote byP P P
d ? u the image of d m u under the evaluation map
Der U R , U R m U R ª END U R m U R ª U R . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .P P P P P P
< <  .Assume d s 1. Let us point out that d u denotes the action of u on d,
and not the image of u under d.
5.1. Differential Operators
Throughout this section, V denotes a fixed finitely generated projective
Ã .K-module. We denote by R the algebra P V . In the previous section, we
have defined the notion of an operad derivation. In this subsection we
 .specializes this notion to the case of the operad U R . We denote byP
 .   .  ..Der R the right U R -module Der U R , U R .P P P
5.1.1. Deri¨ ation with Respect to a Tangent Vector. Let X g
 . .  .Mod V, P n i.e., X belongs to the tangent space of R . We denote byK
 .  .w x­ : U R ª U R n the unique P-linear derivation, whose restrictionX P P
to V is the composite
hX
V ª P n ª U R n . .  .  .P
Ã   .. .Recall that U P V is a kind of free P-operad, cf. Proposition 1.2.6.P
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Since V is a finitely generated projective K-module, these derivations
 .generate Der R as a right U R -module.P
Let V be the free K-module generated by the variables x , . . . , x . Let1 n
 .X , . . . , X g Mod V, K denote the dual basis. In this case, ­ is the1 n K X i
obvious derivation, which replaces each occurrence of x in a monomial ofi
Ã  ..U P x by an extra-variable. ExplicitlyP
k$
­ ? m x , . . . , x , h , . . . , h s m x , . . . , h , . . . , x , h , . . . , h . .   /X i i 1 n i 1 i 2 nq1i 1 r 1 r
isik
Ã Ã .   ..Moreover, Der P x is the free right U P x -module generated byP
­ , . . . , ­ .X X1 n
5.1.2. Differential Operators. The algebra of differential operators is the
 .quotient of the tensor algebra T Der R by the two sided ideal generated
by the Schwartz and the Leibniz relations. We denote this algebra by
 .Op R .
 .  .Recall that T Der R is a right U R -module. Let d g Der R. LetP
 .  .p g T Der R . Let u , . . . , u g U R . The Leibniz relation is given by1 n P
dp u , . . . , u s dp 1md , u , . . . , u q e ? p u , . . . , d ? u , . . . , u , .  .  . . 1 n 1 n i 1 i n
i
 . < < < < < <.where e is the permutation 1 ??? i q 1 d , u , . . . , u .i 1 n
 .Let X, Y g Mod V, P . The Schwartz relation is given byK
< < < <­ ­ s t X , Y ? ­ ­ . .X Y Y X
 .  .  .To conclude, Op R is a right U R -module, but the product in Op RP
is only P-linear.
 .5.1.3. Hopf Algebra Structure of Op R . Consider the map Der R ª
 .  .Op R m Op R defined by ­ ¬ ­ m 1 q 1 m ­ . This map induces a
unique associative algebra morphism
Op R ª Op R m Op R , .  .  .
 .which makes Op R into a cocommutative Hopf algebra.
 .In the next lemma, we show that Der R is a sub Lie algebra of Op R .
 .  .In fact, it is not hard to show Op R s U Der R . But we do not need this
fact.
w x5.1.4. PROPOSITION. If ­ and ­ are deri¨ ations, then ­ , ­ is a1 2 1 2
deri¨ ation.
 .Proof. Since Der R is generated by Mod V, K , we can assume ­ sK 1
 .  .  .  .­ u , ­ s ­ ¨ , with X, Y g Mod V, K , and u, ¨ g U R . BecauseX 2 Y K P
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of the Leibniz formula, we have
­ ­ s ­ ­ u , ¨ q ­ ­ ? ¨ ( u , .  .  . .1 2 X Y Y X 1
­ ­ s ­ ­ ¨ , u q ­ ­ ? u ( ¨ . .  .  . .2 1 Y X X Y 1
 < < < <.  . ..And, by the Schwartz identity, we obtain t u , ¨ ? ­ ­ ¨ , u sY X
 . .­ ­ u, ¨ . ThereforeX Y
w x­ , ­ s ­ ­ ? ¨ ( u y ­ ­ ? u ( ¨ . .  . .  .1 2 Y X 1 X Y 1
  ..By definition, we have Der R : END U R . We study this map inP
 .   ..order to produce an algebra morphism Op R ª END U R .P
 .5.1.5. LEMMA. Consider the ordered set I s i , . . . , i . Let d , . . . , d1 n i i1 n
be an I-indexed sequence of deri¨ ations. We denote by d the compositeI
  ..  .  .d ??? d g END U R . Let m g P n , u , . . . , u g U R .i i P 1 r P1 n
 .Let I , . . . , I be a partition of I. This partition corresponds to a shuffle1 r
s . We denote by s the block shuffle I , . . . , I .  I , . . . , I .1 r 1 r
< < < <s d , . . . , d . . I , . . . , I . i i1 r 1 r
Let e g S , be the shuffle defined by2 r
e k s 2k y 1, k s 1, . . . , r , .
e r q k s 2k , k s 1, . . . , r . .
< <Let c be the integer  d . We denote by e the block shufflek ig I i  I , . . . , I .k 1 r
< < < <e c , . . . , c , u , . . . , u . .1 r 1 r
We ha¨e
d ? m u , . . . , u .I 1 r
s s [ 1 ? e ? m d ? u , . . . , d ? u . .  I , . . . , I .  I , . . . , I . I 1 I rr r 1 r 1 r
I q ??? qI sI1 r
The sum ranges o¨er the set of partitions of I. An element of the partition is
equipped with the induced order.
Proof. This theorem is easier to prove than to state. Its proof is
performed by a self-running induction.
 .   ..5.1.6. LEMMA. Let X, Y g Mod V, K . In END U R , we ha¨eK P
­ ­ s t ? ­ ­ .X Y Y X
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Proof. The previous lemma enables us to prove by induction that
­ ­ ? m ¨ , . . . , ¨ , h , . . . , h s t ? ­ ­ ? m ¨ , . . . , ¨ , h , . . . , h , .  .  .  .X Y 1 r 1 n Y X 1 r 1 n
 .for m g P r q n , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V.1 r
  ..5.1.7. THEOREM. The canonical embedding Der R ¨ END U R in-P
duces an algebra morphism
ev: Op R ª END U R . .  . .P
 .This morphism turns out to be U R -linear.P
Proof. It remains to check that the induced morphism cancels the
Leibniz relations. This is an immediate consequence of the Leibniz for-
mula for derivations.
 .  .Let p g Op R , u g U R . As for derivations, we denote by p ? u theP
 . .result of the evaluation ev p u . As a consequence of the previous lemma,
 .we are able to rewrite Lemma 5.1.5 using the coproduct of Op R . This is
done in the next statement. This formula is also known as the
Leibniz]Hormander formula.È
 .  .  .5.1.8. COROLLARY. Let p g Op R . Let m g P n , u , . . . , u g U R .1 r P
We ha¨e
i < i < < i < < < < <p ? m u , . . . , u s s [ 1 ? e p , . . . , p , u , . . . , u .  .1 r 1.  r . 1 r
? m pi ? u , . . . , pi ? u , .1. 1  r . r
with e g S defined as in Lemma 5.1.5.2 r
5.2. In¨ariant Deri¨ ations
5.2.1. DEFINITION. Fix a P-formal group G. A derivation ­ is said to
be right in¨ariant when
 .U gP 6 .  .  .U G U G k U GP P P P
6
 .U G k ­­ P P
6  .w xU g nP 6  .  .w x .w x U G k U G nU G n P PP
Ã .   ..In the free case, U G s U P x , and any derivation has a uniqueP P
expansion
­ s ­ u x , h , . . . , h . . . X i 1 ni
i
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Ã  ..Furthermore, U P x k ­ is the derivationP P
Ã­ s ­ u y , h , . . . , h g Der U P x , y . .  . .  .y Y i 1 n Pi
i
Therefore, a derivation is right invariant if and only if its components
verify the equations
u G x , y , h , . . . , h . .i 1 n
s ­ G x , y ? u y , h , . . . , h , i s 1, . . . , n. .  .  .Y i j 1 nj
j
 .  .The canonical augmentation e : U G ª P provides a U G -linearP P
map
Der R G s Der U G , U G ª Der U G , P s Lie G. .  .  .  . .  .P P P
 .We denote this map by e#. For example, let X g Mod V, P be aK
tangent vector. We have e#­ s X. AndX
e# ­ u , . . . , u s X e u , . . . , e u , .  .  . .  .X 1 n 1 n
 .for u , . . . , u g U G .1 n P
In the free case, recall that e is given by the evaluation x s 0. There-
 .  .   .. <fore e#­ f x s ­ f x .xs0
5.2.2. LEMMA. The map e# induces an isomorphism between the sub-
right- P-module of right in¨ariant deri¨ ations and Lie G.
  . .Proof. We construct the inverse morphism. Let ­ g Der U G , P0 P
be a tangent vector. Consider the derivation which is the composite of the
 .U G -linear extension of ­ and of the P-formal group coproduct.P 0
Explicitly
­ ? u [ U G k ­ ? U g u . .  . .  .P P 0 P
  . .This is a derivation since U g is an operad morphism. By uniqueness ofP
the linear extension of an operad derivation, we have
U G k U G k ­ s U G k U G k ­ . .  .  .  . .  .P P P P 0 P P P P 0
Therefore
U G k ­ ? U g u .  . .  .P P P
s U G k U G k ­ ? U 1 k g ? g u .  .  . .  . .P P P P 0 P
s U G k U G k ­ ? U g k 1 ? g u . .  .  . .  . .P P P P 0 P
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The linear extension of an operad derivation is functorial by uniqueness.
Hence, we obtain
U G k ­ ? U g u .  . .  .P P P
s U g k P ? U G k ­ ? U g u .  .  . .  .  .P P P P 0 P
s U g ? ­ ? u. .P
Finally, ­ is a right invariant derivation. We deduce e#­ s ­ from the
unit relation
U e k U G ? U g s 1. .  .  .P P P P
5.2.3. LEMMA. The map e# induces a Lie algebra morphism between the
sub-right- P-module of right in¨ariant deri¨ ations and Lie G.
 .Proof. Let ­ , ­ be right invariant derivations. For any u g U G ,1 2 P
we have
e# ­ ­ ? u .1 2
s e# ­ ? ­ ? u s e# ­ ? U G k e#­ ? U g u . .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 P P 2 P
Therefore
e# ­ ­ s e#­ w e#­ ? U g .  .  .1 2 1 2 P
and the lemma follows.
5.2.4. COROLLARY. The map e# induces a Lie algebra isomorphism
between the submodule of right in¨ariant deri¨ ations and Lie G.
As a consequence, we have a canonical algebra morphism
O : U Lie G ª Op R G . .  . .G
 .Furthermore, O is a Hopf algebra morphism, because Der R G isG
  ..primitive in Op R G .
5.2.5. LEMMA. Consider a pair of formal groups G , G . We ha¨e an1 2
associati¨ e algebra isomorphism
Op R G m Op R G ª Op R G = G , .  .  . .  .  .1 2 1 2
gi¨ en by
p m p ¬ i p ? i p , .  .1 2 1 1 2 2
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where i , i are the images of the canonical embeddings under the functor1 2
 .Op y .
  ..Proof. By definition, Op R G = G is generated by the P-linear1 2
derivations. Therefore, by an immediate induction, we obtain
< < < <i p ? i p s t p , p ? i p ? i p , .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1
;p g Op R G , ;p g Op R G . .  . .  .1 1 2 2
 .  .It follows that p m p ¬ i p ? i p is an algebra morphism. This1 2 1 1 2 2
morphism is injective, since we have
p i p ? i p s p , .  . .1 1 1 2 2 1
p i p ? i p s p . .  . .2 1 1 2 2 2
By another immediate induction, we obtain
p s i p p ? i p p . .  . .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
This proves the surjectivity of our morphism.
5.2.6. LEMMA. The following diagram is commutati¨ e
O mOG G1 1 6 .  .   ..   ..U Lie G m U Lie G Op R G m Op R G1 2 1 2
6
((
6 OG =G1 2 6   ..  .. Op R G = GU Lie G = G 1 21 2
Proof. We have just to check that the diagram commutes for a genera-
 .  .tor of U Lie G m U Lie G , and hence, for an element of Lie G [1 2 1
Lie G . But in this case, this is straightforward.2
 .  .5.2.7. LEMMA. For u , u g U Lie G , ¨ g U G , we ha¨e1 2 P
e O u m u ? U g ¨ s e O u u ? ¨ . .  .  . .  . .G=G 1 2 P G 1 2
 .  .  .Proof. Let p s O u , p s O u . Since U Lie G is generated by1 G 1 2 G 2 1
Lie G as an algebra, using Lemma 5.2.3, we obtain by a straightforward
induction
p ? ¨ s U G k e ? i p ? U g ¨ . .  .  . .  . .2 P P 2 2 P
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By another induction, we obtain
p p ? ¨ s U G k e ? i p ? i p ? U g ¨ . .  .  .  . .  .1 2 P P 1 1 2 2 P
Therefore
e p p ? ¨ s e i p ? i p ? U g ¨ . .  .  .  . . .1 2 1 1 2 2 P
By the previous lemma, we are done.
5.2.8. Construction of the Duality Pairing. We are now in position to
 :construct the duality pairing y , y of Theorem 4.3.3. Let u gG
 .  .   ..U L , r g R G . Hence, r g U R G . We setP
 :u , r [ e O u ? r . . .G G
 .  :The Leibniz]Hormander formula Corollary 5.1.8 implies that y , yÈ G
 .is a coalgebra-algebra pairing. Assertion 1 of the theorem follows by
 .construction of O , and assertion 3 is an immediate consequence of theG
previous lemma.
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